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the curious incident of its purchase was olten
related. It afterward passed into the possession of the. Kin" of Ilavaiia. [Catholic
World.

Farm, Garden, and Household,
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HORSE.
THE SECRETS OF THE TREASURY VAULTS

disposition among the farmreartoo many horses in proportion to the numbers of other farm stock. In casting about among the rural towns wo find scarcely a
[.) b

s. i'ib>

ing community

a

to

AN

and many instance.- from t wo to live will be seen.
s;ome farms at present have a- many of the horse
kind upon them, a- they li t\, of the <>\ and row.
Hood horse*

are no

doubt, in reasonable numbers
ol all sorts increase to

profitable, but when horse*

that extent that thev crowd out the other valuable
\ arirtios of farm stock, it i- not as it should be.
Win iv several horse- are kept they general!v receive more attention, ami better feed than the other
stock. They will not live and thrisc upon such
fare as horned cattle too often have to -ob-i-t upon.
The manure of horses js not
good a- a fertilizer,
and i-

subject

damage and loss in ;i greater dothan that of the other animal- ol the farm. In

er*

to

da- tli" pre-ciit. win'll hay is scare' and
»i
-i. ling
>w ji;
stock, surplus
i• :j•! ’.< i: ill- iij.ou ill.- faruler's reli.il.;.'
lic
,)'*:
a-il\ disposed of, and
-Iving slot k to meet the reduced amount of
.rage, have to be kept, while more profitable aniyeai
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Is mu>t

he sold off.

I'hcy art1 valueless a- an arti -ie of food, for we
people ha' *■ not arrived at the “lmr-e beef* era.
:is<
in
of accident, they nficii become total losses,
■

tln-ir hide :- worth but :i 1 rill.- above the co-t
of taking it otf. Sliecp. ows ami own mu-t decrease
under jnv-ent farming methods, :ts the
liorse interest im-iv;
If farmers would ligure
•

•\cii

the cost of raising, the chances of sale and the inane of each, we are c.mtideiit that they would not
*o largely run to horse- in stocking their farms.
It i- better to raise a few good liorse-, tban large
juaiit it ie- of indifferent *ncs, a- i- now the rule,
and not the exception. Thi- hold- good with other

•

kinds of stock but has p< .-uliar lore*- wiien applied
to the lioi -i- mt. re.-t.
InditVi-n id. or unsatisfactory
1*.- turned into beef with a
or heifer*. ni:r>
little preparation. bulls from the >ln*ep fold fatted
in
few week-, and bring good price-, while un-

steer-

promising colts mu-t be kept at a loss <»r sold for a
trifle.
banners look to \ mir interests in this matter ol
\.
Ijui-es, compar' d with other stock.
POPULAR

FALLACIES.

if tiiwst In- impure. and that. conseThat v.' ui
tii-Mllv.il is hurtful to sicep in
comparatively j
A warm room is as easily ventilated I
warm room.
The warm air of a dose vehicle is
one.
if. a eoo|
less injurious, he it ever s,, /oul. from crowding, !
thau to ride and sit -till and fed uncomfortably !
eold (or «n hour, The worst that can happen from
a
crowded conveyance is a fainting spell; while, j
pom sitting even less than an hour in a still, chilly
atmosphere has induced attacks of pneumonia, that
is, iulmmation of the lungs, which often prove
fatal in three or lour days. It is positively injurious
to sleep in a close room where water freezes,because
Mich a degree of cold causes the negatively poisonous carbonic acid gas of a sleeping-l ooni to settle
near the floor, where it is breathed and lvhreathed
by the sleeper, and is apahle of producing typhoid
levers in few hours.
Hence, there is no advantage,
and always danger, especially to weakly persons, in
sleeping in an atmosphere colder than the freezing-

point.
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farm, however small, wiih'one piece of horse flesh,
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of burning Sulphur; for which purpose drop small
CHARITY.
pieces of brimstone upon live coals, contained in
with
scorn
on your beautiful face,
Woman,
suitable metalic vessels, (so to avoid nil risk of !
communicating fire), and allow the fumes to min- Radiant with velvet, anil satins and lace;
gle with the air ol the leauto, or building contain- Daintily lifting the snow of your skirt
ing the cattle, and to penetrate (lie coats of the Clear from the noxious and throng-trampled dirt;
beasts, and to be inhaled to such extent as can be
borne by tile attendant without serious discom- Illy enough it become you to sneer
fort. Lot this be regularly repeated, daily or twice Thus at the outcast that passes »o near.
from one to
| dailv while the danger continues, using
j Shrink as you may from the touch of her shawl,
two ounces cadi time, according to the extent of
i She is your sister—your sister for all.
: the danger.
for. Xusinkection. The same sulphur fumiga- Look at her brow, 'tis fair as your own ;
tion is recommended, is at once the cheapest, easi- Nor has her creek its bright blushes
outgrown.
est and most penetrating and effective means.
For |
purpose (the cattle being out of the building) Ere you shall fasten disgrace on her name.
jthis
the fumes should lie stronger and louger continued Wait till you know the temptation that came.
then cattle could inhale with safety. Carbolic Acid,
It it were
or if it were crime.
< hloride of
Lime, and other disinfectants may also Or some weakness,
light romance, to girlhood sublime.
he employed at direction, as auxiliary to the above,
ii> those acquainted with their use.
May tie she loved, as we women do love.
TiiKAT.MK.NT. 1. The animals should he kept in Periling soul—aye, our birth right above.
a dry, comfortable place, suitably ventilated, and
receive good nursing, including the utmost clean- Periling all for one law-spoken word
Seraphs themselves never tremblingly heard.
liness.
11. If unable to take their usual food, their
Maybe site loved—the old story again,
strength should be sustained by giving mashes of Woven with transport, and passion and pain.
coarse ground wheat, with bran or flaxseed tea, or
And the bright gold that site
other similar diet.
clasp'd turn'd to rust
Bleeding and active purgatives should not he Till but a handful of dead-lying dust.
n-orted to, nor any depleting measures.
Mistiness lies in the blue of iter eyes:
1.
The mouth may he washed twice or thrice
do you see, 'tis a tear in disguise.
dailv with a soft sponge or rag dipped in a solution All,
ut Alum water, one pound to two gallons, or in a Who knows—when
twilight impurples the world.
solution of White Vitrol. (sulphate of Zinc,) one And through the lattice the stars seem too cold—
pound to three gallons. Tlie same may be applied
to the udder of cows when inflamed.
The milk Who knows the sobs that the night breezes bear.
should be drawn regularly, as usual, tint it should Sobs strangely like the wild wail ot despair?
not be used for food, even for swine.
See the iron bars hedging her track.
■’>. To tlic feet may be applied a wash made by And
though her heart bleed she inav nut go back.
Blue
Vitriol.
of
iii
dissolving
(Sulphate
Copper.)
water, one pound to two gallons. They should lie Nothing but Scorn at society’s door—
Nothing but thoughts for the life, bruised and sore.
kept as clean as possible.
•s- h. (inodale, Saco; Jos. lYreival, Watervillc:
So the poor feet, goaded on with a curse.
I>r. .1. C. Weston. Bangor, [lather of whom may
! Plunge into paths where the darkness gets worse.
in- notified or consulted should occasion
arise.]
the spurned soul, groping down mid the gloom,
j So
Falters and falls into infamy's tomb.

|
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FARMERS^

CLUBS.

No farmer can have been in ttie business many
years without making some valuable observations
er experiments, which may tie useful to others,
nnl when be and several more impart what they
h ive tints learned, all are benefited to a large extent.
The object of a Club is to draw out this information, and stimulate to new efforts.
This
iotereour.se of neighbors is attended with additional advantages; they become better acquainted with
each other, feel more interest in each other’s sucre--, and become more accustomed to telling directly to the point vvliat they know, and the secretaries
and reporters improve in ready writing in taking
notes.
In winter, when the meetings are held
"nee a week in the
evening, they become interesting
social gatherings if small, and instructive meetings
it large.
While imparting knowledge, they stimulate a desire for more. Five or six active and
punctual farmers may start a Club of this kind and
carry it on successfully. When a larger number
meet, their gatherings assume more of the character of public meetings. In either case, there should
lie a full organization anil a regular order of
proceeding. If there is not a regular order adopted, a
few of the most talkative will lie apt to engross
most of the time, and the rest, more bashful and
listening at lirst, will soon begin to whisper and
afterwards talk louder to their next neighbors, and
the assembly will finally become a confused assembly. lienee tlie importance of a good chairman,
and order in discussion.
The lirst thing lo do in organizing a Club is to
discuss the matter with neighbors and
agree to
meet at a place provided and agreed on.' Those
who are the most active, energetic and successful
in managing their Firms, and who keep
every tiling
in tlie best order, will lie there nearest the
appointed hour, lint they will have to wait a few minutes
for the more fee' !e and lagging.
Appoint a court<’ ms but
prompt chairman, and a ready secretary.
Then move the adoption of a constitution, which
■nay he like the following, with any variation which
local circumstances may seem to require:

That it is necessary to the proper and eilieient
ventilation of a room, even in warm weather, that
dwindow or door should b< left open ; this is always
hazardous to the sick and coiivale-tvnt. (Juite as
saf* u plan of ventilation, and as iT: -i- nt. is t,> keep
a! lamp or a small tin* hurtling in the liro-phtec.
This ••rentes a draft, and c-inT*- h id airs and gases
up the chimney.
That out-door exercise hi IP re breakfast is health- j
tul.
J; is never so.
And, trom the
ry nature of
things, is hurtful, especially to pi rsons of poor
the
health, although
very vigorous may practice it
with impunity. In winter lie body is easily chilled
through and through, unless the stomach has been
mriified with a good warm breakfast; and in warm
co.x.stitftio.x.
weather,miasmatic and malarious gases and emanations sp« edily act upon the empty and weak
Aktu i.i: 1. This Association shall lie called
stomach in a way to vitiate the circulation and inHie-Farmers’Club, and its object shall be to
duce fever and ague, diarrhea, and dysentery; en- increase
knowledge and impart success in farming,
tire families, who have arranged to eat breakfast fruit
raising and gardening.
beton* leaving the house, uni !•> take supper before
A n r. ’J. Its officers shall he a President, Vicesundown, have had a < omplete exemption from Presidi nt,
Secretary, and Treasurer—who, togethand ague, w hi I" tin w hole community around er, shall constitute
a Board of
to attend
them was sutl'cring from it. from having neglected to all business not otherwise Directors,
provided for. They
thesu precautions.
shall he chosen annually, on the-dav of-k
and |
Thai whatever lessons cough is “good for it
by ballot.
On tin* contrary, all \
it persevered in, will cure u.
A i:t
a.
The Club shall hold regular weekly
and
increasmoting
j
2
meetings during the long evenings of autumn and
nature
rnd.-uvnr1‘ccaUsthe
them:
f
by
eougli
0
ing
inlet. and monthly meetings in spring and sumto l,t t1 bring up the pidgin and yellow matter
met'.
e tile i'.ug1)
muot heal
\\ hi h
lungs
A iff. I.
Any citizen of-may become a
lattel
thcl'e. And II' i; ♦ ;lll not 1>0 member
whl;* 1 he
by signing the constitution, and paving
without
ri
oughitig. tic muv coughing one dollar annually into the treasury.
Ait'i'. A.
The constitution may he amended by
lungs icared out for 111• fuiicr and freer recep- a two-thirds vote at
of which notice
any
•■■n >d p-ir* air. \\ lii'ii is their natural food.
The j shall he given at the next meeting,
previous meetiii".
iid jciic lies wlii'-jj can do any good in coughs
The form we have here given may he varied
by
are such as loosen the phlegm, aud thus less rough
.itting the vice-president and treasurer, if the
TIiom remedies are, ehih is small and has no
i* required to bring it up.
admission
or
there
fee;
•-• ]-. is.■.
warmth, out-door
and anything which
mn> hr two or more vice-presidents, and a regular
slightly nauseate:. ! I lallhs .Journal of Health.
j Reporter added, if the association is large, and a
summary of the discussion is to he published in a
local or agricultural paper. Such a regular
report
THE CATTLE DISEASE.
would give character, importance and usefulness
to 'he dull, and should bo
adopted where there is
run T1 Ml.
sufficient material for it, and a ready
reporter, who
To whom it may on vrn, including ••ilv and town
i' 'killful itt sifting out good matter, can he found.
authorities. f;’mm<»:i ;u 'hts. -attic drover-, and II' there is
in it to hold a Fair once
enough
strength
all others.
a year, its reputation and usefulness would he
still
Tin- undersigned. ! it. lv appointed by Hie (iov- further increased.
of Maine, <.'omiinN.sioners on Contagious
ernor
latch meeting should he specially devoted to one
|)is(‘.asc> in cattle, under the >t:itute relating there- or more subjects for discussion; and in order to
to, approved March l'.b I *<»:>, hereby antiounce to prevent any balk or lailure, one of the
members,
the Mayor and Alderman of cities, and the Select- who may he well informed on the
subject, should
men of town-, to all common carriers, drovers and
he appointed beforehand or at a previous
meeting
others, that a highly contagious disease among cat- to open the discussion. He may do this verbally”
tle known as Kczemu Kpizootica. or Fool and or by reading a practical essay on the
Mouth ! >isi ase, has been introduced into ihN coun- which should not exceed fifteen minutes in subject,
length,
try from Ihiropeby wax of ( ana la.that many cases t >r, selections may lie read front the Country
exist in New York. Massachusetts. New Hamp- Gentleman, appropriate to the occasion.
This
shire, and that it is spreading rapidly. Then* is opening will suggest many questions, remarks,
also reason to fear that it already exists pi a latent and details of experiments from other members,
and these will serve to bring out much valuable inform, or may be soon introduced in Maine.
This disease is not usually fatal, but where it has | formation. There, will be no
difficulty in finding
it
is
dreaded fully as much as I subject- enough, after the organization is well unprevailed abroad
Pleuro Pneumonia, because of its mop rapid ■ler w ay ; hut it may he well to name a few by
way
spread and speedily prostrating effects. It is the ot example.
most contagious disease known among cattle, havDraining—how best performed, the results of
ing communicated with great facility either by con- experience, and advantages.
tact of healthy xvith diseased animals, or with any
Rotation of crops—examples, Ac.
What animals bring the most money for the food
object which has been contaminated by them, or by
being placed in yards or conveyed in ears previous- they consume ?
Farm implements.
ly occupied by such ones, or by being driven over
r< ads previously trodden b\ diseased beasts.
The
Application of manure.
infection is also conveyed by the clothing of atArrangement of farm buildings.
tendants unle.-s lirst disinfected.
Dairy management.
In view <>t these tacts we urge upon the municiManagement of pastures.
pal authorities of all cities and towns in the State
Best way to raise corn, wheat, Ac.
that, should occasion arise, you perform your
Apples, management of orchards, marketing,
duties its prescribed in chapter i:»2 of the public, Ac.
laws of this State for ls<>2, according to the spirit
Ground and unground feed for animals.
and intent thereof, and in the most prompt and etliDuring the summer season, interesting and in• ient manner.
si motive field meetings may be held once
a month.
The isolation of diseased cattle, and of such as Due or more farms of the members are
visited, the
have been exposed to infection, .should be immedi- modes of cultivation and
examined
management
ate and complete, and should be accompanied xvith and commented
on, and suggestions made for imu thorough disinfection of all contaminated vards
provement. No doubt some will feel reluctant to
and buildings; and, in ordci to prevent its spread have neighbors see. their weedy
crops and broken
by travelling, they should, whenever practicable, gales, but a prospect of such a visit will stimulate
be isolated upon the premises wliep the disease them to improve, and besides
this, they will get
tirst appears.
help and assistance by way of many valuable sugJt is believed that no occasion exists for the gestions. This practice
would, in the course of a
slaughter and burial of animals affected bv the so- few years, effect a great improvement in the
apcalled “Foot and Mouth Disease," inasmuch as it is pearance of the
farming. It will be at the option
Hie visited whether they give a
rarely fatal; the losses arising from it being due
collation,
which,
chiefly to the prostration of strength, loss of flesh, ft the weather is pleasant, may he under the shade
diminuation and poisoning of the milk, and the time 01 trees, and may consist of strawberries in
early
and '-are required in nursing. You are accordingly summer, or
peaches, pears or watermelons at later
cautioned against increasing unnecessary expense period*. Although, these occasions
become
may
tor such killing and burial a< might be needful for interesting and
beneficial, and have a greatly imthe extirpation of a more fatal disease.
proving effect on tlie neighborhood.
rCountry
The municipal authorities of all cities and towns Gentleman.
situated on the borders of the State are recommended to exert all the powers possessed by them, both
us conservators of the public safety, and
Seventeen Hundred Years in an Oven.
by virtue
of Sections -1 and f> of the ahoved"named
Statutes, One house in l’ompeii adjacent had evidentm prevent the entrance of cattle from
without the
borders of the State so long as the present d inner ly been in a state of repair when the volcan°
ic storm buried it. Painters, decorators, and
exists.
-*

■

<

--

curriers, drovers and .ill oilier ner- cleaners were masters of the situation. The
hereby prohibited und, r penalty of law household goods were all in
disorder, and
lh'ivi,,S <Vot" place to plane the family, if out of town, must have been
state,
cuttle

v,: common

M.n.

arc

xxhhm
hax

muv

tloiOte

*

any
affected bv, or which
b<eu exposed to
inflation from the sountil this

reHeimlntl.1110111'

pUld-

While the Commissioners denrpc.ii..
preaching a panic, they Mice that the
m I
fv serious apprehend.and the nlmo.t, nil n
At the same time ll.-.v trust, Mnd
warned and informed regarding this daiverous
,1
insidious disease, it may (itbor lie wholly kept n,,,
or, by prompt, energetic, united action i'm ti,,.
of municipal authorities, seconded bv the
hearty
co-operation oftlie people, that il may hr extirpated
before inflicting serious losses.
The cattle husbandry of Maine is the most prominent feature of its agriculture, and whatever seriously threatens its prosperity, thereby endangering
a
supply of healthful supply of meat and dairy
products for the food of its inhabitants, i- matter of

ip

l'j beim' rln,

primary public importance.

tyCANS OF PREVENTION, ,tr.
to the above circular arc the
following directions regarding such means of prevention,
disinfection, and remedies a, have been found
effective:
«

Appended

For Prevention. We recommended that
cattle exposed to infection be P rated with the fumes

NUMBER 30.

undergoing that
spring-cleanings
evitably entail.

condition of misery which
and other like inflictions inPainter’s pots and brushes,
and workmen’s tools were scattered about.
Tell-tale spots of whitewash starred tho floor.
Such domestic implements as pots and kettles
had been bundled up in a corner all by themselves, and tho cook was nowhere. Dinner,
however, had not been forgotten. A solitary
pot stood simmering (ifeverit did simmer) oh
the stove. And (start not, for it is
true)
there was a bronze dish in
waiting before the
oven, and on tho dish a
all
sucking pig,
ready
to be
baked; but the oven was already engaged with its lull complement of bread. So
P'g had to wait. And it never
entcicd the oven, and the loaves
were never
taken out till after a
sojourn of seventeen hundred years
1 hey have been
cooking ever
since the 2nd of
November, A. D. ’79. M.
h iorelli nas them now, in his museum at
Pompeii, twenty-one of them, rather hard, of
coui se, ana black, but
perfectly preserved.
[Leisure Hours.

This was llio flint that struck the lire. In
halt an hour the officers whose names were
on the
fatal list were deprived of their
swords, and the catastropliy was no longer
to be avoided.
Blood was in the eyes of
soldiers, and none in the cheeks of the officers—vengeance was in the hearts of the
men, and fear in the souls of the commanders.
There was a quick roll of the drum—a
few explosive orders—a sudden rush—a sort
of dizzy whirl; the lieutenant colonel narrowly escaped, and, by a quick movement of
the guard a sergeant and several men,
i whose names were on the paper, were arA
rested and lodged in the guard house.
double force was posted to prevent the rescue
of the prisoners—and the immediate

danger was

over.

After the storm, tire calm.
The anxiety
of some men to get into trouble is only exceeded by their solicitude to get out of it. It
happened so with these. The violent and
headlong haste of the action was eclipsed by
the reaction. To the swordless officers musing in their separate tents, and the imprisoned soldiers discussing the affair between their
bars, there came in due time, repentence and
I

regret.
J hrough the
clemency of the man whom
they sought to destroy, there was at last afforded, on certain conditions, the opportunity
to erase their names from that black musterroll, and secure restoration to duty. Some

quickly,

others

reluctantly,

but

finally

all

availed themselves ot the absolution, except
one—the sergeant, the leader, the prime
mover and champion of the affair.
j
lie scorned forgiveness, it implied an acknowledgement of guilt. He would stand
by the deed; whatever the law called it, he
held it just resistance to tyranny, lie had
sought no man’s life. He had felt—“We
cannot live together; therefore, do thou go
SENTENCED_AND SHOT.
When the war closed I was “In at the thy way, and I will mine;” and he had simdeathotherwise I should not have this ply said so. If that was a crime, he could
not help it.
No matter if a thousand men
story to tell.
were cowards, he had not the blood of a
polShervcport, 18G5, made amends for Sum- troon in
his veins. He should never promise
I
ter, 1801.
A braggart could have fired the first gun— —touch his hat. and, bowing low, beg to
Ilis
none but a hero the last; and while the first have his name blotted out of the list.
battle was lost by recruits, the last was won soul revolted at it. He would live and die
i
by that solemn protest against the authority
by veterans.
It was simply brave and generous to fall ot a domineering coward and an incompein the first charge—but it was purely noble tent commander.
So the law took him and tried him before
and heroic to die in the last. The first fresh
rush of patriotic blood from the liearL to the a general court martial, found him guilty,
head could have easily carried the recruit and sentenced him “to be shot to death.”
The general approved the
finding and senup to the cannon’s mouth; but it was quite |
another tiling that carried him through a four tence of the court; and the day and the hour
of the execution were fixed in an order that
year’s war, and flung him into the thickest
of the last charge, to die as the enemy sound- was read, on a certain evening at dress-parade, to each regiment of the division. And
ed the final retreat.
Life becomes very dear when you have with tho words of that order a cloud fell on
the whole command.
fought your way from Hull ltun to PetersThe law was inexorable, and the court had
Belmont
to
to
bo
shot
burg—from
Mobile,
no alterative.
a
rebel
at
in
Being guilty this was the punI860.
by
Alexandria, La.,
I returned from Sherveport to New Or- ishment prescribed, without that saving
leans after the surrender of Kirby Smith’s clause which puts the offender at the mercy
ot
court—“or such other punishment as
army—all that was left of it—just in time to the the
court may direct.” But did ho deserve
be ordered 'ey Sheridan to report to Custar
for duty with the second cavalry, division death ? Not a man in all the command beof the military department of the Gulf. The lieved it. The men know it was the letter of
orders were to rendezvous at Alexandria, the law that was slaying him; but how to
La., and after due preparations to march invoke its spirit, and whether the spirit could
save him it it would,
across the country into Texas, for the
sorely puzzled them.
purwere satisfied that he should be
punpose of re-establishing the authority of the They
but by something less severe and irregovernment—to follow up victory with occu- ished,
vocable than death.
pation.
'»>th what
crushing weight llie thought
Among the regiments ordered to report to
the general was the ill-fated second cavalry. came liome to their hearts, that a good solIt had suffered somewhat from indifferent dier, a true patriot, was to be shot for a
field officers, but more that bad fortune technicality, at the end of a long war through
which overtook so many western regiments which he laid faithfully served! How they
in the shape of garrison duty in small squads talked about that lonesome, weary wife, and
her eager anil expectant children,
or squadrons, so scattered as to make each a
away at
the north, watching with bated breath the
sort of independent command, which in the
end resulted in a loss of discipline and ruin opening of the mail that was so soon, if not
of those bonds of sympathy that bound most to-day, to bring her the news of the final disof the second cavalry! Who could
regiments firmly together. To lead such a charge
held a pen to write this other news in its
a hotly contested fight would
into
regiment
be a blessing, and would effectually set at stead ? Who could send home to her the
rest all such trouble; but their fighting had picture of her own sweet face, with the curl
ol baby s hair on the
been altogether of the guerilla kind, and
glass, as he had worn
it next to his heart so
there was no regimental pride of character,
many years, through
liood and
simply because there had been no regiment- with his lield, and write the words—“This,
undying love, he bade me send you
al deed of valor.
Two colonels had resigned—one to accept —his last request?”
Hid ever the reluctant days
drag a man to
promotion, and the other had gone home—
and a lieutenant colonel had tailed to suc- such a hopeless, bottomless doom?
It
only lie had fallen on some tierce battleceed to their spread eagles; and the majorifield, madly striking for his country! If
ty of the regiment would have rejoiced it', in
his wrathful disappointment, he had thrown only he had been slain on the picket line,
the grand old army to
victory! It
away his silver leaves and gone home too. piloting
But he never dreamed of it. Whether justly lie could have died in the hospital, slowly
wasted
away by incurable wounds or disor unjustly, he was despised of his command;
and only held his command by sheer force of ease, or been sacrificed in a southern prison,
enduring outrage and starvation with the
wdl, backed by the authorities above him.
Such was the condition of the regiment fortitude born of honor and patriotism! If
when it reported for duty. Tired out with only ia any way his blood might have been
the long service, weary with an uncomforta- reckoned as a part of the price paid for libble journey by river from Memphis, swelter- erty and free government!
15ut no—none of these. The
very record
ing under a gulf coast sun, under orders to
Ids devotion to his
farther
and
farther
from
home
°J
country’s cause, and of
when
the
go
his faithful years of
war was over, and the one desire above all
untiring service, was to
others was to be mustered out and released lie blotted. out.—His memory was to be
from a service that became irksome and blackened forever, and his name to become a
baleful when a prospect of crushing the en- legacy ol shame to his children; and yet
knew he was conscious of no crime !
emy no longer existed—all these, added to they
Was it possible to save him in
the dissatisfaction among the officers, renany way?
dered the situation truly deplorable.
In Could lie lie pardoned, or his sentence lie
commuted?
men
the
of
the
whole
division
but
were
Yes,
fact,
only one man could do
more or less discontented, and would have it—the General.
Would he do it? Onlyone
man
in
all
the command could ask it and
been troublesome under any commander and
any circumstances that kept them in the ser- hope to In' heard—the lieutenant colonel.
vice; but to be thoroughly organized and Would lie do it ?
The days of respite passed
subjected to the discipline necessary to the
rapidly, and
maintainancc of good order, and to be forced the anxiety and sympathy for the doomed
to treat with consideration the very people man constantly increased in a cumulative
whose country they had acquired a chronic ratio. At last the indispensable man arrived
habit of devastating—and that, too, by a at the division headquarters with a “petition
man whom they called a “yellow haired cir- lor pardon,” and asked the staff to
sign it.
rider from the
cus
Shenandoah”—this Every valid reason that could lie found was
seemed to them to be almost beyond the lim- urged, and lie went away with all our names.
He fared the same at
it of human endurance.
brigade headquarters;
The command had hardly pitched their and by the time he reached the commanders,
of
who
all signed it, the report
tents and kindled their camp fires before the
regiments,
spirit of reckless disregard of authority be- had rejoiced the hearts of every tent-squads
in
the
whole division, They knew it would
gan to manifest itself. The men hated the
commanding general and staff “on princi- lie granted—the general could not avoid it;
ple,” without regard to what they did. “No lie wouldn’t dare to shoot him in the face of
There was a threat of
eastern man can put on style over us!” that list ot names.
“Bright buttons and spurs don’t make a vengeance lurking in every expression of
soldier!” “It’s too late to teach us Army of .joy. “-,”“If.-.”
Potomac notions!” “The war is over; why
Armed with the petition, the lieutenant
don’t they send us home, instead of sending colonel went to tiie
general, and, gathering
the up-start major general, with his first up all the
eloquence of all the arguments^
moustache, to lord it over us ?” These were laid the case before him. lie would “consider
such speeches as one could hear at almost
any the matter;” and the Colonel was dismissed.
hour of the day or evening, when
A day passed by without an answer. Anwandering
through camp; and they were delivered other, and still no reply. The third—some
with such emphasis and ill-suppressed bit- anxiety was manifested.
The fourth, the
terness, that the effect was exceedingly uglv. solicitude increased. On the fifth
day the
Immediately the men,- singly and” in old fear seized them. The sixth—not a word
to
on
squads,, began
go
extemporaneous spoken—to-morrow, “between the hours of
raids through the adjoining country, rob- ten and twelve o'clock-,”
they lay in
and
plundering indiscriminately in squads, scattered through the camps, talkbing
every direction.
ing until late into the night, not caring to
They seemed to have no idea that a con- sleep; and the reveille seemed to break in
quered and subdued people could possibly upon their first nap.
have any rights that the conquerors were
The morning wore away in the midst of
But such expeditions its usual duties.
bound to respect.
could not be permitted; indeed, the general
Seven o’clock—breakfast. There was the
was under orders to treat the people
kindly, usual hum throughout the camps, the neighand obeyed with the same punctilliousness ing of the horses, and the voices of the men
with which he exacted obedience from his calling back and forth, as
they straggled in,
command. Therefore the’most rigorous and each to his own mess. Once more, as
they
orders
were
issued
coffee
and
drank
their
explicit
ate their hard bread
against “jawot
kind
and
the
offenders and bacon, grumblingly denouncing the
hawking”
every
were severely punished.
But the ordinary shortcomings of the commissariat,
they wonpunishments were found to be utterly inade- dered if it were yet possible for the general
quate. The guard house, police duty, extra to speak.
duty, etc., had lost their terrors; and punEight o’clock—Sick-call. The orderlies
ishments had to be devised that would reach
reported their latest candidates, the surgeons
a class of men and offences
unprovided for prescribed, the hospital steward provided
in the “regulations.”
for them; and the sick men, lying on their
The storm which had been brewing so cots in
anguish, turned to inquire of their
many months in the ranks of the second new neighbor if the word had yet been
A spoken.
cavalry, suddenly burst upon it.
Nine o’clock—Guard-mounting. The first
paper demanding the resignation of the
lieutenant colonel, had been largely signed i sergeants hastily summoned their “details,”
by officers and men, and presented to him. I and reported to the adjutants on the parade

The ceremony over, the corporals
to post the “first reliefand each
man, as lie resigned his charge and “fell in”
at the rear, asked eagerly for the news.
Nine-and-a-lialf o’clock—the bugle sounded “boots and spurs.”
There were no more questions. From the
mere force of habit, the men
obeyed the summons ; and by ten o’clock the whole division
was in motion,
Silently, sullenly, the troops
moved away from the camp, down the main
road; and, one brigade after another, regiment by regiment, were formed in hollow
square around a large vacant sugar field adjoining the town. The general and staff
passed through the line, moved forward to
the centre of the square, and,
being drawn
j up in line, awaited the appearance of the
solemn cortege:
Slowly down the road from the guardhouse it came, entered the
square, and
marched along the inward
facing lines of
troops, entirely around the open space—the
guard, the firing party with arms reversed,
the wagon drawn by four
large horses, with
their sad faced driver seated above; and in
the wagon, with their arms
pinioned behind
them, each on his coffin, facing the rear,
rode two men, and took their last leave of
their comrades.
This second man was a private front the
fourth cavalry, and was tried and condemned
by the same court as the sergeant, for desertion—the third or fourth offence.
lie had
been a vagabond and criminal before he
became a soldier; and never having been a
patriot, he was a character from the first,
and was paying the just penalty of his
crimes, without even the pity and commiseration of his own messmates.
ihe sunshine; the cloudless
sky; the
songs of birds; the graceful swaying of the
long festoons of Spanish moss in the near
woods; the shallow, murkey river hastening
away to the Gulf; the dreary old tumble
down village behind iis dilapidated levee;
the long-haired, swarthy, ili clad remnants
of the late confederate army
gathered at the
street corners; the distrustful,
impoverished
citizen moving about
disconsolately; the
debris of two armies scattered in every direction; the outlying, devastated sugar
plantations covered with camps, and this one
the scene of an imposing military execution ;
these were the obvious details of a never tobe-forgotten picture. Down into the hearts
of five thousand men it sank—photographed
by the indelible and impalpable chemicals of
the mind, there to remain forever. They
felt the wheels of that monstrous hearse tugging at all their heart-strings, as if they
strove to chain them with their sympathies,
and forever hold them back from the end of
that sorrowful journey.
At last the procession reached the place of
entering, filed out into the field, and halted
a short distance from the
general and staff.
The men were assisted down from the wagon
and seated upon their coffins at the foot of
their graves.
Ei^lrt men with pallid faces,
halted in a line a few paces before them, and
exchanged their carbines for those specially
loaded for the occasion by the provost marshal, who had charge of all the arrangements.
lie had loaded seven of them with
ball, but the eighth with blank cartridge—
leaving the men in merciful uncertainty, allowing each to think that perhaps his was the
harmless shot.
There was no more delay. Everything
was done quickly, and with the utmost
precision.
The provost marshal read his warrant for
the execution, drew the fatal caps over the
eyes of the prisoners, stepped back a little,
and, in the midst of the most awful silence,
commanded:
“Attention!—Ready !”
The clicking of those eight locks was horrible. The victims stirred a little, as if it1
were
involuntarily. The air seemed stilling.
The calm monotonous regularity of the com- j
mands was excruciating.
The apparently '■
heartless and business-like manner of the
marshal was maddening.
Instantly lie slipped to the side of the sergeant, and lightly pulling his sleeve, led him
a few steps aside; then, before the action
could be fully realized, commanded :
“Aim—Fire!”
There was a crashing blast—a cloud of
smoke—a dull, heavy “thud,” as the soldier
tell back dead on his coffin, and the
sergeant
fell limp and motionless into the arms of the
marshal, who stooped down upon one knee
to set him on the other, and
pulling off the
black cap, nursed him back to life and consciousness.
There was a murmur of grateful applause
along the whole line. The general had not
been intimidated, and yet had granted the
prayer of his men. He had punished the
sergeant severely, and yet been merciful to
them both; he had sparod the life of one,
though sentenced, and kept a knowledge of
it from the other, though shot.
We didn’t know, then, that the second
cavalry went out to the execution with loaded carbines, and forty rounds in their cartridge boxes; if we had, we might not have
felt quite at ease—but it could have made
no other difference.

grounds.
proceeded

Another

New Trick—The New Yrork

Commercial says: Oil Tuesday a well dressed, elderly, and gentlemanly-appoaring per-

called at the jewelry store of Mr. Henon 8th avenue, and purchased a few
trifling articles, for which lie paid. He then
looked at several other articles of jewelry,
and made a pretty deliberate examination,
during which time he went frequently to the
door and cried “Whoa !” to a horse attached
to a buggy wagon in front of the store.
After a great deal of bantering in regard to a
handsome set of jewelry and a valuable diamond ring, he closed the trade, and they
were put up in a parcel.
He drew from his
pocket a handsome Turkey morocco wallet,
which he openod, and its appearance indicated that it was well-filled with greenbacks.
He had placed the parcel of jewelry an 1 the
diamond ring in his pocket, and was a.<out
to draw out the bills from his wallet when he
imagined he heard his horse moving, and
started for the door, crying, “Whoa! whoa !”
leaving his wallet on the showcase. Supposing as a matter of course that he had gone to
look after his horse, no curiosity was excited.
Finally it occurred to the clerk that his cusHe
tomer was a long time in returning.
went to the door, and on looking up and
down the avenue could see nothing ot him.
Consoling himself that the well-filled pocketbook was there he opened it, and to his consternation found the contents to be worthless
bills. The property stolen was valued at
son

derson,

.<3*225.

Probably the highest rate of speed ever attained in locomotion has been by iceboats,
scudding before the wind with a cloud of
canvass over a smooth expanse of ice.
Upon Lake Winnebago, between Fond du Lac
and towns at the opposite extremity, it is
said that a speed of seventy-live or eighty
miles an hour has been repeatedly witnessed,
with an unobstructed service and a high
wind. The fastest motion ever achieved by
the locomotive engine in England is recorded in the books as at the rate of seventyseven miles an hour, and this only for a
short distance.
It is difficult to devise a
mode of motion where thero is less friction
and less expense for power than by ice-boat.
A young married woman, apparently in
good health, fell dead in Coatesville, Chester
County, Penn., a few days ago, while preparing dinner, and her aged mother hastening
down on being summoned, fell and was killed instantly.

.~T

A

FREAK OF FORTUNE.

Samuel Duhobrct was a disciple of the
famous engraver, Albert Durer, admitted into the art school of charity. He was employed in painting signs and the coarse tapestry then used in Germany. And he was
about forty years of
age, small, ugly and
hump-backed, he was tlie butt ot ill jokes
among his fellow pupils, and selected as a
special object of dislike by Madame Durer,
who tormented the scholars and domestics,
as well as the master,
by her Xantippical
temper. Poor Duhobret had not a spice of
malice in his heart, and not only bore all his
trials with patience, but eating without complaint the scanty crusts given him for dinner,
while his companions fared better, always
showed himself ready to assist and serve
those who scoffed at him. Ills industry was
indefatigable. lie came to his studies each
morning at daybreak, and worked till sunset.
During three years he plodded thus, and
said nothing of the paintings he had produced in his lonely chamber by the light of his
lamp. Ilis bodily energies wasted under incessant toil.
No one cared enough for him
to notice the feverish color in his wrinkled
cheek, or increasing meagreness of his misshapen frame. No one observed that the
poor pittance set aside for his midday meal
remained untouched for several days. The
poor artist made his appearance as usual;
and as meekly bore the gibes ot the students
or the taunts of the lady; working with the
same untiring assiduity, though his hands
trembled and his eyes were often suffused
with tears.
One morning he was missing from the
scene of his labors, and though jokes were
passed about his disappearance, no one
thought of going to his lodgings to see if he
were ill or dead.
He was indeed prostrated
by the low fever that had been lurking in
his veins and sapping his strength. He was
half delirious and muttered incoherent words,
fancying his bed surrounded by mocking demons, taunting him with his inability to call
a priest to administer the words of comfort
that might soothe his passage to another
world.
From exhausted slumbers he awoke faint
and with parched lips; it was the fifth day
he had lain in his cell neglected. Feebly he
stretched out his hands towards the earthen
pitcher, and found that it contained not a
drop ot water. Slowly and with difficulty he
arose; for he knew that he must procure
sustenance or die of want,
lie had not a
kreutzer. Ho went to the other end of the
room, took up the picture lie had painted
last, and resolved to carry it to a dealer, who
might give him for it enough to furnish him
necessaries for a week longer.
cm ms way he passed a house betorc which
there was a great crowd. There was to lie
a sale, he learned, of
many specimens of art
collected during thirty years by an amateur.
The wearied Duhobret thought lie might here
find a market for his picture. He worked
his way through the crowd, dragged himself
up the steps, and found the auctioneer a busy
little man, holding'a handful of papers and inclined to be rough with the lean sallow
hunchback, who so eagerly employed his attention.
“What do you call your picture ?” he asked.
“It is a view or the Abbey of Xewburg,
with the village and landscape," replied the
trembling artist.
The auctioneer looked at him, hummed
contemptously and asked its price.
“Whatever you please; whatever it will
bring,” was the anxious reply.
“Hem!”—with an unfavorable criticism—
“I can promise you no more than three
thralers.”
1‘oor Duhobret had spent the night of many
months on that place. But he was starving,
and the pittance offered would buy him bread.
He nodded to the auctioneer and retired to
a corner.

After many paintings and engravings had
been sold Duhobret’s was exhibited. "Who
bids? Three thralers! Who bids?" was the
cry. The poor artist held his breath; no response was heard.
Suppose it should not
find a purchaser ? lie dared not look up ; ho
thought everybody was looking at the folly of
offering so worthless a piece at public sale.
“It is certainly my best work !” he murmured piteously to himself.
He ventured to
glance at the picture as the auctioneer held
it up in a favorable light.. There was certainly a beautiful freshness in the rich foliage,
a transparency in the. water, a freedom and
life in the animals. The steeple, tin' trees,
the whole landscape, showing the genius of
an artist.
Alas ! lie felt the last throb of an
artist’s vanity. The dead silenco continued,
and, turning away, he buried his face in his
hands.
“Twenty-one thralers !’’ a faint voice called
out.
The stupefied painter gave, a start ot
joy, and looked to see who had uttered those
blessed words. It was the picture dealer to
whom he was first to go.
“Fifty thralers!” cried the si morons voice of
a tall man in black.
There was a moment's silence.
"One
hundred thralers !” at length cried that picture, dealer,
evidently piipied and anxious.
“Two hundred!”
“Three hundred !”
“Four hundred!’’
“One thousand thralers!"
Another profound silence; and the crowd
pressed around the two opponents, who stood
opposite to each other with Hushed and angry faces.
The tall
stranger bids fifteen hundred

thralers!”
“Two thousand thralers!" thundered the
picture dealer, glancing around him trium-

phantly.

“Ten thousand," vociferated the tall man
his face crimson with
rage, and h is hands

clinched convulsively.
the dealer grew
pale,

his frame shook
with agitation, llis voice was suffocated;
but after two or three efforts he cried out:
“Twenty thousand!"
His tall opponent bid forty thousand. The
dealer hesitated. His adversary laughed a
low laugh of insolent triumph, and the crowd
gave a murmur of admiration. The picture
nealed felt his reputation at stake, and called
out in sheer desperation :
“Fifty thousand!”
The tall man hesitated; the crowd was
breathless. At length, tossing his arms in
defiance ho shouted :
“One hundred thousand!” adding an impatient exercration against his adversary.
The crestfallen picture dealer withdrew,
passed through the wondering people, went
out, and was going along the street, when a

INTERESTING CHARTER.

From time to time fabulous stories have
been alloat in Washington
concerning tha secrets of the United States
Treasury vaults.
It has been whispered by certain snowy-locked clerks who have been noted for centuries
for strictest veracity, that hidden away in the
• last and darkness ot' a certain vault
might
be found jewels that would vie with or posthose
found
in
the
diamond
cave
sibly eclipse
by “Sinbad, the Sailor.” Hidden away in
wooden boxes, it has been said that pearls as
large as pigeons’ eggs have nestled, their
waxen
beauty undisturbed by human eyes,
whilst diamonds, both great and small, have
winked and blinked without
awaking a single sign or shaft of feminine envy. In this
same vault it has been known that
parcel
after parcel has reposed, whilst the hands
that placed them there have crumbled into
dust, and the mystery connected with them
has been lost to this generation forever.
1 his particular vault is the ninth in the
Treasury calendar, and it bears a resemblance
to. a bottomless pit, because heretofore anything under the head of “special deposits”
placed therein has never been heard of again.
One gloomy afternoon the work of investigation began. The first object that saw the
light ol day was a uox as elfish as the one
dragged from the sea by the fishermen, but
instead of being made of copper and fastened with the sea} of the great Solomon, it was
bound with red tape and bore the waxen seal
of some deceased
Secretary of the Treasury.
\. lien opened it emitted an odor of dead
roses.

The first article lifted from the box was a
heav y square bottle, which contained attar of
roses.
A considerable
quantity of the precious fluid had made its
escape, but quite
enough remained to perfume the city, if this
shall be considered
necessary after the carnihas passed away.
There was no papet
val.
to indicate to whom this attar of roses belonged, but tradition says that some East
Indian prince sent it to Martin Van lluren ;
that it had once been deposited at the Patent
Office, and afterwards sent to the Treasury,
in the year 1848. The next bottle lifted from
the paper wrappings contained pearls.
They
were remarkably fine on account of
shape,
size, and purity of color. Two of the jtearls
were the largest the writer has ever seen.
They were oblong in shape, and these two
must have given color to the
fancy of “pearls
large as pigeons’ eggs.” As there was no
way ot eouuiing these jewels, it was judged
there might have been one hundred and
fifty
The next article was a small
altogether.
vial, containing diamonds.
None of these
were large, but
they were very clear and
perfect in shape. It seemed as if they must
once been a part of some
royal necklace
which had been stolen. As is
usually the
ease in calamities ot this kind, the detectives
only recover the smaller stones.
There
have been a thimbleful of diamonds.
.might
'I liieves evidently had been at work with the
treasure, for the next article brought forth
was the golden
lining of a snuff box, but
the jewelled cover and fragrant snuff were
missing. Xcxt ••mu; a gold ornament which
had once held together a pearl necklace. 'The
silken string and tassel attached to it showed
its East India origin. This, it appears, was
the article left to show that some president
or officer of the
government had been presented with a pearl necklace.
It had been
placed on exhibition somewhere, and thieves
made away with it; but in order to secure
what was recovered beyond all chances of
future escape, the string and gold fastening
were laid in this vault.
i he next article brought forth was a tin
box. There was no way to ascertain whether the box was
originally intended for pills
or mutches.
There was every reason to believe that the original “Pandora’s box" had
been found. Hut on opening it there was
discovered a sealed paper containing gems,
thirteen small diamonds of the finest water
and four large pearls. A small piece of
paper in the box bad written upon it in this
hit
of
information: “These jewinteresting
els bad originally been presented to Martin
an Huron, but had been stolen from a ease
in tlie patent otliee on the
night ol November 8, is,is."
fhc unfortunate gems convev
a most uselul lesson; It Mistress Van Huron
had worn her jewels, instead of
placing them
"'here thieves break in and steal away, she
would have set an illustrious example, and
the country would have been no poorer than
it is to-day.
The second box opened contained counterfeit coins and dies. These had been
deposited by M. C. Voting. E-.p. and they had been
received from agents employed" to detect
counterfeiters.
These bore the date ot May
10, 1817.
Package No. :» was an immense bundle of
valuables, no less than the substantial inheritance of the. Smithsonian Institution.
These
riches consisted of bonds of the State of Arkansas, valued at 8n.'>8,(X)0.
Several days
were occupied in the careful
xamination ot
this national property.
No. 10 was a modest looking package,
and contained 82,000, and was left for safe
keeping by some ancient secretary of war.
Package No. 1 I contained 8o70, being
notes that were stolen Irom Eientenant James
Hruunaugh in the battle of Pittsburg Landing, and forwarded to the treasury for payment.
Deposited by Treasurer of United
States, Oct. 20, lsiitj.
One box deposited in June, 1808. by tin*
secretary of the treasury, contained the original Eield medal, in case, struck at the United
States mint under resolutions of Congress.
Hy tlie siiIt* of the Field medal box were
found two boxes of jewels, deposited by 11.
A. ltisley to the account ol tlie Treasury, out*
under date of-December b">, 1808, and the
other June lf». lsod. These boxes were examined and sealed by Mr. Hoar, by authority
of the secretary of tlie Treasury. The contents ot these boxes were not examined, as
these are held subject to an order of the secretary of war.
Package No. 27 contained ditl'erent bonds
of the State of Louisiana and city of Now
Orleans. Amount, 81,Bis..'>0.">.
Package No. 28 is a number of Hank ol
England notes that were purchased bv Seereretary Chase, to be used as a sample in the
National currency bureau of the department,
and to be held until an order B received
from the secretary authorizing the sale of
them. Dated July 1:1, IsiUi.
With the Hank of England notes the list
ends. Messrs. Johns and Underwood were
employed several days in the long and careful examination of this vault. Some of tindates were found to extend back as far as
1821.
Some of the papers were found to be
inclined to crumble at the slightest touch
and had to lie handled with the greatest
caution.

God bo thanked for books!
voices of the distant and dea'd,
heirs of the spiritual life of the
self before him. The stranger threw him a
past ages. Books are the true levellers.
piece of money, and waved his hand as if They give to all who will faithfully use them,
the society, the spiritual presence of the best
dispensing with thanks,
“May it please your honor,” persisted the and greatest of our race. No matter how
supposed beggar, I am the painter of that poor 1 am. No matter though the prosperpicture.” Heyubbcd his eyes, for he had hard- ous of my own time will not enter my obly yet been able to persuade himself that he seflro dwelling. If the sacred writers will
had not been dreaming.
enter and take up finer abode under wv roof,
The tall man was Count Bunkelsbach, if Milton will cross
my threshold to sing to
one of the richest noblemen in Germany.
me of Paradise, or Shakespeare to open to
He stopped and questioned the bystanders. me the worlds of
imagination and the workBeing convinced the truth of the statement, ings of the human heart, and Franklin to enho took out his pocket book, and tore out a rich me with his
practical wisdom, I shall
leal, and wrote on it a few lines.
not pine for want of intellectual companionhe
“Take it, friend,”
said. It is the check ship; and I may become a cultivated man,
for yonr money. Good morning, Duboret
though excluded from what is called the best
invested his money and resolved to live society in the place where l live.
luxuriantly for the rest of his life, cultivaWhile the clock in the Episcopal church at
painting as a pastime. But though he
ting
had borne privation and toil, prosperity was Oldtown was being wound up lately, the
too much for him.
Indigestion carried him chain parted, and the ponderous iron weight
off. His picture had long an honored place went crashing down through ceilings and
in the cabinet of Count Bunkelsbach. and lloorings into the basement.
Tuouiiirrs.

decrepit, lame, humpback wretch, tottering They are the
along by the aid of a stick, presented him- and make us

MAINE LEGISLATURE.

Surrender

Wednesday, Jan. 20.
motion of Mr. Holland,

<

PROBABLE END

In Hie Senate, on
iudkrkd, That the committee on Banks and

Hanking inquire into the expediency of prohibiting
Savings Bank* from loaning their fa mis out of the

of 3?a,ris.
OF

THE WAR.

Washington. Jan. 2!*.

Secretary Fish has recvivcdthe following telegram
from Moran, Charge d’Afl'airs -at London, dated
London. Sunday morning, Jan. 2b:
The German Ambassador here lias oflirallv informed me that the capitulation of all the Paris
forts and an armistice for three weeks by land and
sea. was signed at about eight o'clock last evening
at Versailes, by Bismarck and Favre.
The army of Paris will remain prisoners of war
in the city, but it is not known whether they arc
to be disarmed or not. No details have yet been received.
Bermstorft' thinks it important that the armistice
extends over the sea and it should be made known

Slate.
Bill an ai t authorizing M. E. Pierce ct. als., to
maintain their wharf in the town of Hoothbay, was
cad and assigned.
Bill an net authorizing A. I.. Frohock et. als., lo
\Lend their wharf into the tide wates of Penobscot
Bay ill l.incolnville. Read and assigned.
Iiill 1" incorporate the Cobb I.ime Company, at
L i. bl ind, was taken up, and Mr. Bliss moved its
indefinite postponement. In a speech of considerable length lie argued that it would create a gigantic ami dangerous monopoly, oppressive ol poor
men.
Ilis motion was opposed by Messrs. Bird
,nd Sim niton, of Rockland, and oiliers, and the
as widely as possible."
I Ml passed to be enacted.
Mr. Bike called from the table his order asking
Versailles. Jan. 2b.
of
the
Judiof
the
the opinions
Judges
Supreme
The German troops occupied the forts around
court as to the authority ol the Legislature
Paris at 10 o'clock this morning.
mnler the Constitution to pass laws allowing towns
The entire garrison of Paris, except tint Nationin aid manufacturers, amt withdraw the same and
al Guard, surrender their arms.
-iiiistitute thu following;
The
armistice expires on the tilth of Fcimary.
iikdkrkd. That the Justices of the Supreme
ludicial Court be requested to furnishthellon.se
London, Jan. 20.-1.00 P. M.
w itli theii opinions upon the following questions:
The Emperor has sent the following despatch to
lla- the Legislature authority under the Constitution to pa-< laws enabling towns by gifts of money Empress Augusta:
Versailles, 2 P. M. Sunday. Last night an armnr loans of bonds to assist individuals or corporaand
tions to establish or carry on manufacturing of istice for three weeks was signed. The Regulars
Mobiles arc toremain to Paris as prisoners of war
various kinds within or without the limits of said
The
the
maintenance
National
undertake
Guard
will
tow I. V
And if towns are thus authorized, may they
oi order. We occupy all the forts. Paris remains
>M private partie-‘r May they go further andesto revidual as soon as
aidi>h manufactories entirely on their own account, invested, but will be allowed
nid run them by the ordinary town officers, or the arms arc surrendered.
The National Assembly i< to be summoned to
otherwise.
meet at Bordeaux in a fortnight.
Alter discussion the order passed.
All tlie armies in the field will retain their reBy Mr. Sanborn of Bangor—Petition of the Banspective positions. The ground between opposing
gor A Piscataquis Railroad Company, that the city
I lines will be neutral.
.1 Bangor
mav lie authorized to ioan Its credit to
I This is the reward of patriotism, heroism and
aid in tiie construction of said companies road, from
great sacrifices. Thank God for tlii- fresh mercy.
I
s croll tow ard Mooschead Lake.
May peace soon follow.
Thursday, Jan. 2(i.
William.
(Signed)
in the House—Bill an act to incorporate the Bar
.Tan. 27.
London,
i (arbor A Mt. 1'esert Telegraph Company was read
Favre was in conference wilti Bismarck at midthird time, amended on motion of Mr. Cleaves
and passed to he engrossed.
night. Bismarck carried his point. The capitulaBy Mr. Rawsou—Petition of ( 'has. R. Sanford et. tion involves peace, the cession of Alsace and GerLorraine and part of the licet. A money inman
d«., for authority to extend wharf into tide waters
hi Stockton, with hill accompanying; ol Hugh Ross
demnity, to lie guaranteed by the municipality. A
t. sl».. for act of incorporation by name of Fort portion of the German aymy is to return and the
war is to cease.
Point Hotel ( o., with lull accompanying.
It is necessary that some territory be retained to
H 'lr. Colburn—Petition of IL ('. Mathews and
others for further legislation on an act in his secure the fulfillment of the compact. The Mobiles
are to lie sent home and the German army to enter
I i\ .r passed in is7i>.
Paris.
FltlDaY, Jan. 27.
The Emperor will return immediately to Berlin
In the. House—Mr. Smilxirn, from the Judiciary
Versailles, Jan. 27'
to
on
hill an act
mimiltee, reported ought
pass
imliorizing towns and cities t., hold money in trust
The terms for the capitulation of Paris provide
till ecrlain uselul purposes.
Printed under the for the possession of tin forts around Palis by the
rule.
Germans, but no occupation of the city by them,
Mr. (launett, from the Committee on Mercantile and the Prince Imperial to be the future Emperor,
Adairs and Insurance, reported ought to pass on witli the Empress as regent.
bill an act to amend an act entitled an act to extend
A large force will be immediately despatched in
the charter of Hie Rockland Fire and Marine Inpursuit of Chauzy.
-in anee Company.
Read and assigned.
London, .Jan. 2b,
Hi Mr. whiling—Petition of Ellsworth Boom
Bismarck alluding In tin' reported negotiations be< nuitianv for charter with bill
accompanying; ol tween Napoleon audtln Prussian government, says
II sti'li Sfaeotnlier and 00 others for repeal of school
the Emperor refers everything to regency.
law- of ls7o.
He (Bismarck! denies that he has ever negotiated
Satpriuy, Jan. 2H,
for tlie restoration of the Eonaparts, or that lie in
tends to intefere with the domestic concerns of
in the House—on motion of Mr. Cleaves,
oiu»kkki». That the Committee on Railroads, France.
aud
be
directed
to
Ways,
Bridges,
inquire into the
Loxpo.v, Jan. 20—) p. it.
expediency of so amending the laws of the State,
A dispatch at the l'< neign Oliice conlirnis in full
that a certain amount of stock shall he subrcribed
tiic capitulation of Paris. !o w Inch it adds that one
lor in good faith, and a certain per centage of said
division of troops of the line besides the guard, are
amount actually paid in to all railroad corporations,
to be required to disarm, and communication
before towns or cities shall be authorized to loan not
is provisionally restricted.
their credit, subscribe for stock, or in anv way aid with Paris
There is no prospect now that Havre will come
s e ll
corporal ion- in any railroad enterprise,
to London, and no other person lias been accredited
1 »n motion of Mr.
Bonney,
to represent France at the conference.
< jkIjkrkd,
That the Committee of the
■

1

n

Judiciary

directed to inquire whether anv further legislanecessary in relation to the individual liabilities of stock-holders in
corporations.
By Mr. Cushing—Petition of N. <'. Fletcher et.
als., assessors of Camden village corporations for
intendment of section 2 of the act of incorporation.
mi authority to build a village hall.
By Mr. Finery—Petition of the assessors of South
I liomaston lor ixGO—70 for reduction and
equalization of State valuation. Referred to Knox County
tion is

1

i

delegation.

CONGRESS.
tlift 2bth. Gen. Blair of Missouri look bis seat
in tin- Senate, ami was appointed on the committees
on
1'aellie Railroads and Education and Labor.
Mr. Scott hi Pennsylvania spoke in favor of the
abolition of the income trx. The House passed the
bill extending to disabled soldiers of the war of
isld and the Mexican war the benefits of the national soldiers asylum act, and discussed without action
the bills forgiving bounty lands to soldiers of the
late war and claim agents.
< m the -titli, the
pension appropriation bill was
passed, the Sen ate rejecting the amendment approfor
the recent increase ol the
printing $.">,000,000
pensions live per cent, authorized by Congress,
the bill to abolish the income tax was passed by a
ole lit; to ‘Jd, the only New England Senators voting for abolition being Messrs. Anthony, Sumner
and Buckingham. The House discussed the Indian appropriation bill and the bill to enable liouoril.lv discharged soldiers and sailors, their widows
ami orphan children to acquire homesteads on public lands. The fourth section authorizes a transfer
1.v the pensioner of bis rights, privileges and lieneliis as a homestead settler to his agent or attorney.
The bill was opposed by Messrs. .Julian of Indiana,
\ an Wyck of New York and other members as one
that would be of little advantage to pensioners but
would be a benefit to laud lubbers who would buy
up at cheap rates patents lor laud just as was the
a-,
with the old bountv land warrants.
(in Friday, Senator Schurz made an able speech
in favor of civil reform. Judge Kelley, in the House,
-poke in favor of acquiring Sau Domingo.
Mr. Cox made a speech in favor of revenue reform
in the House, Saturday, ami Mr. Mayliain
against
Federal interference in elections; Mr. Calkins on
tin- .Manama Claims; Messrs. Bird, Hoar, Lawrence and Maynard, on a bill to promote national
duration ; Mr. Axielt in defence of the land grant
policy, and Mr. Armstrong on civil service reform.
( hi
Monday, the minority resolution of the .hull.
.Jury Committee, declaring Hill entitled to a seat
a- Senator from Georgia, was rejected.
In the
House, Mr. Morrill brought forward a hill providing fine and imprisonment for any one who shall
give or sell a military or naval officer intoxicating
liquors, and dismissing officers who drink. A revive welcoming tlie Irish exiles to the Capitol was
passed, Peters of Maine voting against it. Bill to
pay Census Enumerators live dollars per day, was
< hi

j

passed.

trial of Win. H. Cunningham, Ebon
Edward A. Wright, for rape committed upon the person of Caroline A. Davis, at
Somerville on the 6th of Oct. last, was concluded on Monday last at Wiscasset, and resulted in a general verdict of
guilty. The
Rockland Gazette says the details of the
crime as exhibited by the evidence, were simI'l.V atrocious, and the character of the defence
was little less infamous than the crime itself.
1 he verdict brands it as a mass of
perjury
and corruption which must have been as revolting; lo the jury as it was to the public in
1 lie

Dodge,

attendance.

County Attorney l'aringtoncon-

ducted the case for the government with
signal ability, and great praise is awarded him
for his closing argument which was a model
"f ils kind, clean, clear and
polished, a merciless exposure of the wickedness and
corruption of the defendants and their
witnesses, a
triumphant vindication of the character of
Miss Davis, an unansweraolc presentation ol
the case of the government, and a most elo•pient appeal for the protection of society from
the attacks of drunken and licentious .scoundrels. The community is to be congratulated
that the corrupting inlluences, which in other States too often prevent the conviction and
punishment of offenders, have no effect upon
juries in this State, hut criminals of every
grade and station are sure to receive just retribution for their crimes, and society the full
measure of protection that results from a firm
and unsullied administration ol the laws.
who give false information to newsliable to suffer for it, it having
been so decided a few days ago by Judge
Cox in Cincinnati.
A statement appeared
in the Cincinnati Volksblatt that Daniel
Jacobs bad committed suicide, out of remorse lor
being once a bushwhacker. The
defendant gave the information to the local
reporter, and the testimony at the trial disclosed the fact, that the parties lived next
door to each other, on anything but
friendly
terms, and that Jacobs did not commit
suicide, and never was a bushwhacker, but
was a respected, honest man and a good citiThe jury, under the charge of Judge
zen.
Cox, found for the plaintiff, in damages, ou
the ground that the testimony showed that
the information was maliciously given, for
the purpose of having it published, to bring
the plaintiff into disgrace.

1'eople

papers

are

A scoffer,
residing in Hartford, Conn., who
had been contending that he could not learn
from the most careful reading of the papers
what good the scientilic party on Mount Washington is doin», was dumbfounded last Saturday, when he learned by the daily report that
they have discovered a snow-Hake of “a
heretofore uudescribed form.”

VKitSAir.LEs, Jan. 20.
Valerien was entered last night by Prussian engineers to draw lhe mini s.
Heavy guns will lie immediately moved into the forts or eneiente, and
as
no
confidence
can be placed in
strongly armed,
tlie fickle popuiuton of Paris until after a general
disarming. Strong forces of infantry and artillery
moved forward to cover the working parties. Tlie
object is to spare further bloodshed and give an opportunity for the French people, through the Assembly ot Representatives, to decide for war/ir
peace. Elections will lie permitted in all the departments, together with free circulation of deputies through tlie country.
London, Jan. 20, (iambetta ratilies tlie capitulation, and will not resign.
The Empress Eugenia, after a stormy interview
with the Duke De Persigny, ordered him to quit
her presence, since lie persisted in urging her to

consent to the dismemberment ol France.
Versailles, Jan. 20 The distress in Paris is very
great, and tlie destruction of the railways impedes
the revictualling ofthe city Tlie Germans are meanwhile supplying articles of the first necessity from
their own stores.
Brussels, Jan. 20. Immense quantities of provisions have been forwarded to Paris, and great efforts arc being made to restore tlie railways. The
Soissons line will lie repaired in is hours, and a
direct route in eight days. Tlie capitulation of Paris
has caused a feeling of stupor in tlie North of
France.
London. Jau. 21—12.20 p. m. Count Bismarck
will leave France alter the meeting of tlie National
Assembly at Bordeaux. The early return of Emperor William to Berlin is expected. There is a
report that lie will start Tuesday, but it is not authenticated.
The Germans will enforce rigid passport regulations during tlie armistice.
London. 21. The armistice begins instantly at
Paris, and three days latter in tlie departments, and
expires at noon Feb. tilth. The lino of division between the German and French forces separates into two portions each the departments of Calvados
and Orne. The Germans hold those of Sarthe Euro
ct Loire. Loire et Cher, Loiret, and Yonne. Tlie
neighborhood of Jura is expected from the armistice. The terms of the capitulation arc that prisoners remain in Paris during the armistice, having
surrendered their arms; the National Guards and
Gens-d’-arines retain their arms, as also the police;
all Franc-Tireurs will be disbanded; German prisoners will lie exchanged; the public funds will remain in Paris.

Tim head would look unnatural without its
wealth of hail', and the jaunty little hat with
parti-colored feathers is a charming acquisition to the general completeness. Anything,
therefore, awry or amiss in the tout ensemble
is sure to be noted and observed. It is not
surprising, therefore, that when, yesterday, a
lady entered a Camp street car, with her hat
on “wrong end foremost” it created quite a
sensation. The little white and red feathers
before alluded to, which should have proudly
curled backward from the front, stuck up behind like the caudal appendage of a rooster.
“Madam,” suggested a mild-looking old gentleman, “there is something the matter with
your head'” “Sir !” aspirated the indignant
lady. “I mean—that is, I wished to say everything ain’t right there,” and the old man
significantly pointed to her forehead. “What
do you mean; how dare you ?” and the lady
rose and rung the bell. “I beg pardon,ma’am;
don’t get insulted; I didn’t mean to offend
yon; I only meant to say your tail feathers
wasn’t fixed right,” stammered out the kindly old gentleman, while the lady, with a
scream of horror, leaped from the ear.
[ X.
O. Pie.
A gentleman widely known in Houston
County, Georgia, on the day alter the election

I offered
land,

I

any of his negro hands

fifty

acres

of

mule, a hundred bushels of corn, five
hundred pounds of pork, and tools enough to
work the land one year, if they could tell him
a

for whom they voted the day before. Not
of them could do it. Only one attempted it, and he failed. Mr. Chase, in his New
llaven College address, said the blacks South
would vote as intelligently as did the professors and intelligent gentlemen before him—
the blacks would vote the ticket made for
them, “amljthat is just what you do,” said Mr.
Chase.
one

The
National Insukanck Comcany.
Stockholders of the National Insurance Company elected the following directors lor the
ensuing year, at a meeting at the Company’s
oflice in Schwartz Block, yesterday afternoon; Michael Sehwastz, Samuel II. Blake,
John E. Godfrey, Win. X. l’earson, John
Littlefield, Hiram Buggies and L. M. Partridge. At a meeting of the Directors, the
following officers were chosen; Michael
Schwartz, President; Herbert Fuller, Secretary ; George P. Field, Assistant Secretary;
II. Ilarriman, Marine Inspector. [Whig.
At the Brooklyn city gasworks the support
of one of the
large iron gasometers gave way
and it fell against an iron column which
broke oft' and fell
through the top of a second
tank filled with gas, which
escaped in an immense
quantity and coming in contact with
the flames from the engine room was
ignited
instantly and with terrible force the flames
shot upward 200 or 300 feet and the
adjoining
tenement houses were shattered us
by an
earthquake, the windows being blown out
and the plastering and partitions demolished.
One man was killed, l oss $200,000.

LETTER FROM BOSTON.
parlor or dining saloon is converted for the
-The Bangor Democrat devotes three
Bank, aud the great achievement of his life
time being into a temporary lecture hull, and
The present party columns to the description of a brilliant party
Correspondence of the Journal.
was his victory over it.
here the invited guests come in full evening
T.
in
Leavitt, Esq.,
lias spawned upon the country sixteen hun- at the residence ol D.
1871.
Boston, Jan.
dress, and the. ladies [minus their bonnets,
are
deladies
the
of
dresses
that
The
institutions.
dred and eiglity-five of those
city.
A GENERAL JUBILEE
1871.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
hats, and outside wrappings, sit under the
We
Jackson was opposed to high tariffs. The scribed with exhaustive minuteness.
has been going on in Boston during the pa.-t
of
outgaslight, displaying their silks, jewels and
radical party hardly supposed that tiic enterprise
week, celebrated by the coldest days; the
i PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING present Congress, which the
that
beauty to the best advantage. It is also the
into
would
him
brother
depart- stormiest
carry
controls, is owned by the manufacturers,
the fairest and the foulest;
-in
days;
to gi\e balls and parlies at these
fashion
who rob the people without stint, through ment—but lie really seems at home in it.
by peace conventions; suffrage conventions; hotels rather than at your own private resiWILLIAM II. SIMPSON, its connivance.
-The State Temperance Convention labor conventions, and a convention where
dence.
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
Jackson opposed sectional agitation. The met at Augusta on Tuesday, (lov. Porham the was a
mingling of
The Holland Te-tinionial lakes place at
in
it
unin
we
at
that
a
was chosen President, but no report
Si lisciiiPTioN Terms, in advance, $2.00
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present
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til the country was plunged into a desolating have yet seen chronicles his taking of the
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several other kinds of spirits The programme will be along and varied
in
addition
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It will be remembered that Gov.
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papers
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Monday
Let not the Kennebec Journal,
any Gov. Holden. The trial began on the 2-tth,
changed, must state the Post Office to which the paper
lias been sent as well as to which it is to go.
recollection of the “oldest inhabitant''—tin theatre are liee contributions, and the funds
other organ of the party in power, attempt and is
expected to occupy :i month.
thermometer ranging from six to ton degrees i will be joined to those already raised in
to prop up its reputation by quotations from
M. Pkttkngiut. & Co., (5 State St., Boston,
_There wasn’t evidence enough to eon below zero.
Frost-bitten ears amt noses, other cities for the benefit of the widow and
and 2.7 Park Row, New York,are our authorized Agents Andrew Jackson.
viet Butler, the radical Tennessee Congress- and
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertisetoes and lingers, was the rule children of the late (le.-i. Holland -a ecle
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ments.
man, of forgery, and lie got the benefit of a
R. Niles, No. 1 Scollay's Building, Court St.,
generally. People consumed more time in hrated comedian.
A GREAT RAILROAD CONTEST.
Boston, i» authorized to receive advertisements for this
doubt in the case. Bowen, of South Caro\ Uilul s H'KM'.
trying to keep warm than in any other on upaper.
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witnessing,
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magnitude

such as has never before been seen in Maine. Journal makes use ot a very forcible figure,
an authorized Agent lor the Journal.
The contract which for nearly twenty-five in saying that Chief Justice Appleton “went
has existed between the Portland, Saco through the civil docket like a dose ot antiSubscribers are requested to take notice of the date on years
Very likely to ho efficacious
the colored slips attached to the paper. If is the only and Portsmouth Railroad, to transport the bilious pills.1'
form of receipt now used. For instance, 15 May 65s,
suits.
in
treatment
the
Boston
and
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means that the subscription is paid to that date.
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Portland,
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Landry,
changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent
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mer.
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*5-1n sending money, state T1IE POST OFFICE to
which the paper is sent.a
it
is said, between the two roads con- I doctor thinks that he will have a very neat
ing,
at his wrist, when it lias healed.
stituting the shore line, by which they will
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^•Horace Dodd, 121, Washington Street, Boston ,ia

‘■(ireentand's iey Mountain,"
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only,

a

warm

but

reception

from

roaring

Bey. Mr.

these lie cooled down

are

stump

water

to-day.
country

sound doctrine then, and it is
It should lie borne in mind that the

was

in its

infancy.

Its

resources

sought
bur,

for the purpose of building under it,
of coercing the P. S. & P.

a means

a

road into

favorable contract, is met by the
that the strongest guarantees will

a

undeveloped. In tiie war with Eng- assurance
land, the country had suffered fearfully from be given that the road shall be built at once.
a need of manufactured articles which at
This state of things places our friends of
that time had came almost entirely from Urn Maine Central in an
were

embarrassing posiEnglish factories. It was the purpose of the tion. The shrewd and long-headed individearly protectionists to foster manufactures uals who manage that corporation have long
only until we could lie free from dependence nursed certain ambitious projects of railroad
solely upon foreign sources of supply, and aggrandizement which reach as far as a
not to force the people to buy from home consolidated line from the eastern boundary
producers at any and all cost. This foliy was of Maine to Boston, with its head-quarters
reserved hu the high tariff advocates of the on the Kennebec. The wires which have
been quietly and patiently laid in furtherance
present day.
Thirteen years afterward, when President of this project are sadly deranged by this
Jackson was about to retire to private life, new aspect of tilings. The Central manhe embodied the result of his experience in
and the counsel he desired to
leave for his countrymen, in a Farewell Address. The sentiments which he then entertained towards the class of gentry who are

public affairs,

being enriched at the expense of the
people, were therein expressed without relie says—
serve.

now

There is, perhaps, no one ol tlio powers conferred
tlie federal government so liable to abuse as the
taxing power. The most productive and convenient sources of revenue were necessarily given to
it, that it might perform the important duties imposed upon it: anil tin-taxes which it lays upon
commerce being concealed from the real payer in
the price of the article, they do not so readily attract the attention of the people as smaller snins
demanded from them directly by the tax-gatherer.
But the tax imposed on goods, enhances by so
much the price of the commodity to the consumer;
and as many of these duties are imposed on articles
of necessity which are daily used by the great body
of the people, the money raised by these imposts is
drawn from their pockets. Congress has no right
under the constitution to take money from the
people, unless it is required to execute some one of
the specific powers intrusted to the government;
and if they raise more than is necessary for such
purposes, it is an abuse of the power of taxation,
and unjust and oppressive, it may indeed happen
that the revenue will sometimes exceed the amount
anticipated when the taxes were laid. When,
however, this is ascertained.it is easy to reduce
them; and, in such a case, it is unquestionably the
duty of the. government to reduce them, for no circumstances can justify it in assuming a power not
given to it by the constitution, nor in taking away
the money of the people when it is not needed for
the legitimate wants of the government.
Plain as these principles appear to be, you will
find that there is a constant effort to induce the
general government logo beyond the limits of its
taxing [lower, and to impose unnecessary burdens
Many powerful interests are
upon the people.
continually at work to produce heavy duties on
commerce, and to swell the revenue beyond the
real necessities of the public service; and the
country has already felt the injurious effects of
their combined influence. They succeeded in obtaining a tariff of duties, bearing most oppressively
on the agricultural and laboring classes of society,
and producing a revenue that could not be usefully
employed within the range of the powers conferred
upon Congress; and, in order to fasten upon the
people this unjust and unequal system of taxation,
extravagant schemes of internal improvement were
got up, in various quarters, to squander the tnonev
and to purchase support. Thus, one unconstitutional measure was intended to be upheld by another, and the abuse of the power of taxation was
to be maintained by usurping the power of ex [lending the money in internal improvements. You
cannot have forgotten the severe and doubtful
struggle through which we passed, when the executive department of the government bv its veto,
endeavored to arrest this prodigal scheme of injustice, and to bring back the legislation of Congress to the boundaries prescribed by the constitution. The good sense and practical judgment ol
the people, when the subject was brought before
them, sustained the course of the executive; and
this plan of unconstitutional expenditure for the
purposes of corrupt influence is, 1 trust, finally
*
*
*
*
*
overthrown.
The various interests which have combined together to impose a heavy tariff, and to produce an
overflowing treasury, are too strong, and have too
much at stake, to surrender the contest. The corporations and wealthy individuals who are engaged
in large manufacturing establishments, desire a
high tariff to increase their gains. Designing poli
ticians will support it to conciliate their favor, and
to obtain the means of profuse expenditure, for the
purpose of purchasing influence tu other quarters;
and since the people have decided that the federal
government cannot be permitted to employ its income in internal improvements, efforts will lie
made to seduce and mislead the citizens of the several states, by holding out to them the deceitful
prospect of benefits to lie derived from a surplus
revenue collected by the general
government, and
annually divided among the stales.

on

lsy

a

carclul

perusal, Hie .Journal will

that in the stern ami

uncompromising

see

old

Democrat, it has

not a very ardent
supporter
Between the judicious tariff”
of Jackson and the present system of tariff
robbery, there is the difference that exists be-

of its

theory.

tween the farmer who sows that he may reap,

highwayman who takes the substance
by force. Jackson was the
originator or promoter of the principles
and the

of the traveller

which the Democratic party has advocated
for more than forty years; and the present
is no time, when the country is suffering
from
those

departure from the safe guidance of
ideas, to proclaim that he was himself

a

recreant to them.

Jackson

was

the enemy of the old National

called upon to declare under which
If they declare for the new
road, they are confronted by the fact that the
old one is their only present western outlet,
are

agers

king they serve.

and

they know too well what the power of
“special rates” is not to have a care about
getting upon the rack that they have so often
prepared for others. On the other hand,
should they take into close communion the
old line, the power of the Boston and Maine
will speedily be felt along the line

Company

of the Knox and Lincoln, and Bay and River
roads to Bangor, and in a new route from
Bath to Portland—thus
to the Maine

creating

a

rival line

Central, that will compete

at

for eastern business. Perhaps the
Boston and Maine managers have read the
glowing reports of Judge Iliee concerning

Bangor

the

Bay and

can

River road, when

parallel

routes

not so much

abhorred, and think they
perceive profit in this direction.

were

In view of all these

entangling

considera-

tions, tlie Central people have already declared their neutrality on the question. But
it is more than conjectured that before this
week is past, their hands will be detected in
to the Boston and Maine extenThe dread of parallel routes is very
strong upon the two corporations, since con-

opposition
sion.

solidation.
I here

is

no

apprehension
of

disguising the fact that great
is felt in Maine that the power

great railroad monopoly may work impublic injury. It is conceded that,
managed with liberality and justice, business
may be done cheaper and more expeditiously
a

mense

over

one

shorter

extended line than over several
It was hoped that the

ones.

practical

of those

previously

Murray uml Kev Phillips Brooks

to ill-liver mhlresses :ii

i- nisiiler.itiou.
It is among the oilichup-hes in the illy. ami beneath it rests

est

This tact,
many persons.
others, brings many remonstrances
against the proposition; but the ilemanils ol
business will pay a large price for the covet
eil spot, uml ultimately the objectors will
the remains ot

ailildl

t.i

succumb.
The salary ol Bey. Justin Kultou has been
raisej to soiimi, ami the ipiestion aiming hi
Iriemls is
\\ here is Tlienilori' Tilton?"’
Pf.ucik.
LETTER
('■>

lb
l

ie

j•

~

ROCKLAND.

FROM

rvsjiomlenetf ol the .Journal.
a

week li

Ki.
t'

v

v11.

Uvea

.I an. :!it,

truly

a

1871.
week ot

ing
wiutei weathei barring ‘.lie snow, of whieli
I
He recommends additional and more severe there was much talking, scolding, tinning I we
had very little, not pi it** enough to
h.tv
and fretting done by the participants then of, !!
punishments for the offence of bribery.
make sleighing, and our lime roek teams are
To remedy a
but with no happy results.
The citizens and friends
still using wheel
-Bangor has just completed a new and
can hardly meet the ap- j
much larger jail. The Bangor Young Men's wrong by a wrong,
Andrew-, d the I’hormlike House, to
Bible Society is also in a flourishing condi- proval ol any calmly thinking, reasonable !i the number t wo hundre.l, paid him a visit on
person. And yet in this tiyumer a large pretion, we notice
Wednesday "\eiiing l.i't. and partook of a
of the speakers wished to redress
ponderance
-The Kennebec Law Club, an Augusta
turkey
siippei at a rate rather above hotel
their grievances. One lie'rv little lady went
The
institution, is a sort of legal bludgeon that
prit s. hem:- intended i- a heiieht.
in for an equal division of all lands and
hi excellent
knock-down
was
but
gotten
sitpp*a
up
arguments,
style,
many
produces
which idea is worse than ridiculous
which are reported in the Kennebec Journal. property,
owing to tin* mismanagi meut of the getters
It is sheer
and more than preposterous.
Up of the itV lie, it proved to be rather a
-Our thanks are due to I'.dward CushIf Ksau would sell hi- birthright
nonsense.
time.
ing, Esq., representative from Camden, fora for a mess of pottage, we don’t see as there stupid
The friends of Mr. I.vnde, of the Linde
State
from
the
documents
of
public
supply
is any help for his descendants Imt to “grin
Hotel, propose giving him a bent-lit this
House.
and bear it.” At least growling and imevening.
Preparations have been made to
-And now Portland complains of a
practicable schemes will never redress the have a Masked Hall, -upper, ete.
scarcity of water, notwithstanding it lias evil, though right steps taken in the right
The ally .amusementx we have here this
tapped Lake Sebago.
direction may. On Tuesday, at Tremnnt winter are h ill-- and dance-.
I'hough tinw-(fen. Hall has been reappointed Col- Temple .assembled all the women who want are not of the
highest trier, our young
lector at Waldoboro.
to vote and some who don't, and h>ok adpeople :li e old gad to accept of them, III sing
ditional measures to advance the cause of
as
nothing else is provided. The
psalms,
I’he cup of humiliation lor France is full. female
suffrage. They will move on the (lliiekavvailkei Lodge
I
(loo,!
Templars
Her armies captured or dispersed, the emperenemy’s works at once. Wednesday wit her whieli. Hv the w iv. is about on its last
or a prisoner, and her capital surrendered.
nessed a very spirited meeting of spirits mil
leg--, have invited the clergymen of our itv
What a terrible succession of reverses the six
Spiritualists. Their reports and addresses to deliver a course .Temperoinee lectures
of
to
her.
The
months
war have brought
showed a large amount of progression, both at their
respective churches on Sabbath
mind of the student of history goes back over,
of ideas and numbers. Finally the convenevenings,
hoping, I presume, to infuse new
the record ot her greatness, when tier victoriTin life into the concern
tions wound up on Thursday in peace.
The first one was deous arms established her prestige in the far
original parent, of this latter assemblage was livered a few sabbath igo by Kcv. L. !>
Indias and in the new world ot America—
an offspring of the brain of Mrs ,Fulin Ward W
.irdwell, who eommeneed hi- leeture In
when her fleets and armies, thwarted her
Howe, and the movement, it is -aid, i- rapid speaking of tin changes that had been
great rival by giving independence to the ly extending and strengthening in very di
wrought in public sentiment in regard to the
British colonies in America—to the time when reetion. It is well to live in
li t the
peace.
u-e of intoxicating li
ptor and argued that
her eagles directed by the genius of Napogood work be hurried on.
tlie enforeement of prohibiton laws had in
to
leon, led her invincible aims
every capital
i'. s.
a
great uieasur. 'lopped the trallie in the
in continental Europe. And now she lies,
who has been preparing a history of tin- same
iin Sunday
evening last. Itev. ('as
humiliated and hound, it the feet of the
great I’eaee Jubilee, has nearly completed tclio W eston delivered •. leeture at the I ni
Prussian—the result of r. war madly begun
the work. It will be ready for the press in ver-alist
church, in this city, and argued
and insanely prosecuted.
about two weeks. It is to contain a earetully that the e ui''' ol
temperance was at a stand
What is to follow can lie no more con jectcompiled record of the origin and progress still, the law as it was now enforced against
ured than it could at the beginning. But the
of the Jubilee, a description of the Coliseum, rumsellcrs. was a dead letter, and that the
best than can be hoped is a loss of territory, several
engravings, and much other inlere.-t- vigorous enforcement ol the law in this eiti
a crippling of resources, and a slow and difiug matter. The time which Mr. (iilmore during the past veal', had Hot stopp 'd tillficult recovery from the fearful disasters of has fixed for his
grand International Jubilee sale to any eoiisider.ihle extent, lie inlimut
A generation cannot restore the ravwar.
It is to be much like the re- ed that those who
is June, 1S7’_'.
prolessed to be in favor ot
ages of the contest, nor make France and her nowned “Peace Jubilee,” only more
■>.
were not honest, and that
prohibition
they
eapitol what they were but six short months Such a blowing, liling, fiddling, ami trumpet- meant no such
tiling. How the brethren and
agobe
heard
over
these
never
will
again
ing
sisters of tin* ('hiekawailkee will reconcile
classical Athenian heights, until (eabriel the doctrines of these div ine- is
The Portland police found a first class sepretty hard
makes his appearance.
Would it not lie well to have the
to tell.
duction case at one of the hotels, arrested
“I-'AST rot N't I MK.X!”
Tu it is
rest of the clergy interviewed
the parties, and furnished sensational articles
The ease tapered down is the title of a very excellent led lire de- intimated that some of the members m a eet
for the papers.
livered some twenty-six times, by Uc\ Henry tain Lilile class in one ol tin churi lies, in
pretty tine, how ever, when the girl said she
inand tln-v might
hadn't been seduced any to hurt, had no Morgan, a missionary minister of Itoston, this city, do /.f
L. g
known
as the author of “Ned N'evins," not wish tln-ir p
lot
better
hack nit them.
wished
to
and
folks
wutld
make,
complaint
for the warning and instruction of youtlilul
XnVIl.X
mind their business. Next!

jol'Mi

_

~

gentlemen predisposed to being led : stray
correspondent of the Kennebec Journal Father Morgan proposes, by special invitaenlightens that sheet about the ingredients of tion to do the twenty-seventhly next Weditosa
‘•democratic brew”—that is, whiskey, day evening at Music Hall, and out ol the
A

consolidation of the Kennebec and Portland
and Central roads would develope a
purpose
to manage with liberality.
Instead of that,
lemon, hot water, &e—a drink that is fashionalmost its first act was to repudiate a contract
able at Augusta. A republican brew may lie
with the Belfast and Moosehead Hoad, fairly
found in the report of the state liquor agent
entered into and faithfully performed on the
—a hundred thousand dollars worth of rum,
part of the latter,and so appioved by the hon- and seven thousand dollars
salary for mixing
orable referees named in the contract.
The
it. Who wouldn’t be “loyal” ?
universal voice of tho State condemns the act

one, not only of bail faith, but of sadly
Mr. Willson publishes a rejoinder to tlie
mistaken policy.
comment of the Portland jailer, reallirming
It the prayer of the Boston and Maine
what we staled of bis treatment, and lias
road prevails, as we believe it will, and think
the latter at so much disadvantage
it should, and injury to the Central road re- placed
that he keeps silent. We would print Mr.
sults. it will be due in a large measure to
W.’s card had it not been mislaid.
public apprehension of the designs of the latter. sharpened by the proof given in the case
Kiu.ikk to Shipping. A New York letter
of the Belfast contract.
of the 20th says—
Private despatches received yesterday from shipThe Bangor Whig parades in its columns owners of this eity, now in Washington,give assurances that a lit 11 wili soon tic submitted to ( 011the bill of £:171 ti.nt it cost to
shipbang the negro givss, embodying the views of all practical
builders, as well as shipowners, which will Is' genmurderer Harris, nearly two years
ago. eral in its character, hut applicable to tin* necessiThey always have been an expensive set. It ties which now are suffering and which will be
cost this country over three thousand millions materially relieved thereby. The hill will supersede the subsidy bill, which is now under considerto liberate a few in the South. To tie sure, it ation by the Senate, and meets the full endorsement ot niemliers from the Kasteru ship builders'
is hard to have such a bill
presented for districts.
hanging them afterwards—but there is consolation in the reflection that the particular
Chicago, Jan. dO. A farmer living near
“ward ot the nation,” referred to cannot be Ltock Grove, Winnebago county. 111., shot
and killed three
highwaymen, while on itis
a further bill of expense.
way home, Wednesday night, and on entering his house found, his wife and daughter
The Maine State Liquor Agent has made weltering in their blood—the latter dead and
the former severely wounded. One of the
his yearly report. It took $10.7,791..<6 worth slain robbers was
recognized as a man who
of liquor to moisten the throats of the faith- had lately attempted to purchase the farm.
ful during the year, 1870, and the agent made
The Lancaster Republican says that in a
the neat sum of $6,782.49 out of his commisdeed recently executed in that vilsions for dispensing it.
No wonder the mortgage
lage, the buyer bound himself to give a suitSkowhegan saints were persecuted for forget- able maintenance to the seller through life,
ting to remomber that they must trade with and to find him with what tobacco he wants
him. It is a nice thing to he virtuous, and to use and the other necessaries of life, and
him $2£>0 annually, the first day of Sepreceive the reward thereof. “liny your rum pay
tember, as long as he shall live, and give
at Shaw’s.”
him a decent burial at his death.

as

an\

pipes, and iey doorsteps, add- is umler

j

was

ilisplay

rebiiililiiig

bursting

ed not a little to the extra laudations uf the
HIGH TARIFF work harmoniously, while the Boston and
WAS ANDREW JACKSON
-A Cincinnati editor said that another
and Wednesday were only a
MAN?
out in the cold." The
Maine is to be left
been
had
whipped day. Tuesday
member of the profession
milder
little
types of Monday, and Thursday
The Kennebec Jounal, delving among the latter corporation, a very rich and powerful
man thinks tiie
by a woman. The whipped
a driving storm.
Friday and Saturbrought
the
to
reach
source
of
one.
business
proposes
biographies of Andrew Jackson, lias discovstatement damaged him ijjyOjHK) worth, and
day were cool but pleasant, and Sunday the
ered file letter, written in reply to one ad- | at Portland by a road of its own over the in- sues for the shekels.
snow
king returned again in full force,
dressed to him by l)r. Column, of Virginia, tervening thirty-five miles. It is now on the
_Boston is engaged in perusing, “twist
with his “advance guard'' and
plunging,
at
a
in IMjf. on the subject of the lari ft'. On the ground
Augusta, asking for charter to
a smile and a tear,” the vote by which the
“reserves,” full tilt adown the sky, and docross the track ot the P. S. & P. Railroad, at
it
of
this
evidence
claims
that
the
strength
! new reform city government conferred on
ing considerable execution in the way of
great apostle of Democracy was a high tariff Berwick, and run to Portland between that its members gold badges at ¥lii each.
the streets and house-tops with layat
an
covering
road
and
the
shore,
Jackson was at that j
man—a protectionist.
average distance,
-The Boston l’ost gives an elaborate ers of soft, white stiow. So much about the
time a member of the United States Senate, I probably, ot less than six miles from it. The
of a rat pit in the staid New Eng- prevailing topic of conversation
and he was questioned concerning his vote arguments presented by the petitioners are description
land metropolis, where is pursued the manTHE CONVENTIONS
ones
that
the
sound
will
on the impending tariff measure.
In that
very
they
thereby
of rat killing by trained dogs.
their sessions one week ag**
commenced
ly
sport
which
break
a
is
harmful
to
the
oi
his
which
the
Journal
does
up monopoly
reply
portion
——Gov. Hoffman has sent to the New yesterday, by a meeting of the Labor-reform
State of Maine, and gives a competing ronte
not copy, lie said—
*'
This convention hail
You ask me my opinion on the tariff. I answer, —that the business is abundant for two roads York Legislature a special message concern- ers at KUiot Hall.
that I am in favor of a judicious examination and
the corrupt use of money in elections. session of three days, during which time
traffic and travnow, and with the

This

of

the approaching
with his austere breath much to the dissatis- Art meeting; to lie hohli-n in liirtheram-e oi
faction of everybody in general and particu- the
pri>i><.I Boston Art Museum
lars. Crossness seemed to be the prevailing
Tin su'iji• i• t ol' icnioviiig Trinity Chuveh
attribute of till tempers from the head of the from it- present location on Summer street,
house to the lowest servant, and frequently ami
loniewheiv at the South F.ml.
even

A

increasing
revision of it: and so far as the tariff before us
embraces the design of fostering, protecting, and el over the great thoroughfare, will soon he
within
ourselves
the means of national
preserving
The assertion of the triends
defence and independence, particularly in a state of indispensable.
of the present road that the chattel is not
war, I would advocate and support it."

given

gramlin
given.

Si v
The Hritish bar.pie
ipt W illi tm Hamilton, of Yai
from Les Cassages. Spain, for
New York, went ashore on Wednesday night
7n miles from
affair has grown a great deal of newspaper near Little Lgg harbor. X i
Xew York, and eight of those oil hoard, in
controversy, simply owing to the fad that
chitling the e iplaiu, lit e seamen, the steward
Mr. Jordan and several other prominent dry
and his wile, and Joseph Hussey of pilot
bout Xo 7, of that city, were lost.
Lour
goods merchants—in a freak of kindness,
were going to distribute free tickets among men were saved.
I'll.' sclitMhuts Mary I '. Klliott, of < 'liutou,
their clerks, thinking them special subjects
Conn., ami Alfred Hall, of Norfolk, went
for the “(food Man” to try bis persuasive ashore at Little
Kgg harlior on .Monday, ami
The clerks didn't see the af- won- Iioth
powers upon.
totally lost, the latter with all on
fair in the same light, and retorted with some hoard. I'lie crew ol the Klliott were rescued
The seliooner S|ieeulaLor, of Halifax, ('apt.
sharp talk reflecting on the morality of their
arrived at New York from Nan
is best illustrated Cassidy,
The
incident
employers.
lilas Dee I"i, with a c argo of cocoa lints
by a story told of an intemperate old fellow, U’iiile lying at San Klas the steward and alI
who wanted to save bis sons hum following ! the rew deserted, taking the yaw I with them,
in liis own sin fill footsteps. Calling bis little land the captain was obliged to go lid miles
ail. able to get three
I for new ii)i "i, but wi
lloek together one day, he addressed them
negroes to work the vessel to New York,
and
this
;
successively upon
peeuliat dannarv I-I two of the crew were badly
separately
wickedness. Hpon each ot them promising [frost
bitten mil tlm remaining mail was laid
|
It'll the aplain and male alone to
never to touch or taste intoxicating
liiptoisji up, which
In twenty-live
years’ ex
he pledged to the eldest lour sheep, to the [work the vessel.
: perience the captain reports never to have
next three, to the next two. md the yoimge-i
■a't'n sueb terrilie
gales or suffered so much,
one.
This was all very well, hut one of the |aml when lie anchored off
Sandy Hook he
sons reflecting that the dock was not yet ex ; Was nearly helpless amt out of
provisions
hausted, suggested ‘Father hadn't yon better ; im! water.

take

a

sheep ?”

flic dry

goods clerks think
had better ha
t

Disvsri.its

vt

Kale Smith, <
mouth. N s

A well-known Senator in
Washington inoted tor two eoektails in silt'oession before
b'iealUast. tine morning while the Senator
piece of mutton also.
was
practicing at the Metropolitan bar, a
Mils SCOl'l Sllilio\friend put to him the pertinent tpiestion
gave some select readings at the M .iaiiles "Senator, why do you take two cocktails as
J"
I'lie SenaHotel last Friday evening, assisted by the a custom :J” Won’t one lone you
tor drew himself up "• will tell you why I
Walter
English tragedian,
Montgomery. take two eoektails. When 1 take one it
The "readings" were designed t.• be commakes me feel like another man. Well,
plimentary to the lady guests id the St. Vim see. I’m bound by common courtesy to
.lames, and Imt tew outside invitations were treat that man. so I take a second.”
some

of their

employers

therefore extended, making tin: affair a verv
exclusive and dressy one
At the conclusion of the entertainment, Mrs. Siddons was

:

Tin? deep > iit through the Tollman
tin' lino <>t the Knox & Lincoln
as tnnv i'om|iloti)d, is the

on

farm,

railroad’

deepest and most
one ever made in
Maine. It is
silver portmonnaie contain- extensive
some sixteen hundred teet
long and tweutying $100 ill gold. It is getting to tie quite lour teet wide, and there have
been removed
fashionable now to give lectures, concerts, therefrom over 'Ji.OOO euliie
yards of rock,
eubic yard s ot blue
The immense and
and readings in large hotels.
day.

presented

with

a

< >\ ScULi'lxs.
Much as we dispise money, we
had rather find a thousand dollars lcit on our table
than for one short spell to he a sculpin.

GENERALITIES.
lie presence o| a bold, fearle.-s man like Frank
Blair, dr., bound to wage war against all farther
Federal intorferenr-- in the internal all airs of the
•'’dates, will bring the <|if>n of bayonet rule to a
'harp, decisive issue.
1

^

null Carolina lias

A sculpin, gentle reader, is a scaly little cuss that
hangs round salt water ponds, like this of ours.
They are called, by small boys, Cape Cod Minis-

negro lieutenant governor,
thr*
negro congressmen, eleven negro state senaun, right negro representatives, and one negro
idgc ot the supreme court.

There is a report that a new evening paper is
tlv to be started in New York for the purpose
h •> -ating the reuomination of Gen. Grant. The
iieuirv, ir [-4 said, has all been subscribed—£100,000
bio who are to be its < red tors it yet a mystery.

We never

point minus the dot, with the month on the trig
end. If a marlin spike was covered with a dark
brown bark, and had fins, it would look dreadfully
like a S' ulpin. They derive their name from the

Brookfield astounded the Cincinnati Com-n Council the other night by telling them that
hell itself might be raked from stem to stern with
tine tooth comb, and no such body as the Cineiun.t’ police be found."
\i l.

Mt

Dragon, and there is no disputing but what they
drag on a line with more ounces to the pound

will

than anv thing ot their size tliat wears scales.
There is not much of a seulpin except head, and
the head is most all mouth. They don't own any

I'he camp table ot the King of Prii'—ia i- graced
with tin curious, thin, well-worn old historical
ia!*— which the Great Fi-d* irk to«*k lo the warw ith b>ui

\

libel on one or the other.

refused to perform the funeral services of the
veteran Geo. Holland, simply because he was an
actor. It is not that kind of a sculpin we wish to
notice, as they are not indigenous to our waters.
The sculpin proper resembles an exclamation

'ioi

.having

ears,

no

place

to

put any.

-1

'{ ,!i.'a\r|- al a Fail ollei.-da young lady $10
iii I from her laud.
Ft» hi- surprise, she
'aptly < ut if off and transferred it. A friend

sonal,

so

will not tell whose mouth looks like

a

lie asked us not to. Xo one ever fished
'-‘•etpiently bla.M-d the purchaserN triumph by seulpin;
log him that slit made a good thing of it, as the for seulpins. People have been mean enough to
f<.<le wig only cost her $:*.
rob grave yards and poison their great grandA rural correspondent a-ks us to ex plain what a
mothers, but there is no instance on record of any
liking fund U. Ai»> sum ot public money which me ever getting low enough to tisli for seulpins. A
dl- into the hand- «>i tin- pn-ent adminiMration is
seulpin will live as long out of water as any one
>
sinking fund.
■

lets him. We have seen them lie on a wharf
in tin* -tm and flap round and gape for half a day,
and on being put back into the water swim otf as
though they had not been away from home a minever

Brig K. F. Dunbar, of Searsport, w:p fallen in
on Hu *201 h, lat .»J.7. Ion. 7dismasted,
waterlogged an 1 abandoned, she was lumber
itli

w

Aden.

Democrats have

I lie

Legislature of live
w

12 the other way

as

Mi

on a

ute.
They are the bummers of the fish creation,
the loafer that hang round ready to steal a drink,
when they can't get an invitation. They don’t care
what tin-y eat anymore than a shanghai rooster,
which will make a liearlv meal on leather headed
carpet tacks, and then swallow the paper to do them

a majority in the Nevada
joint hallo!. On** yeas ago

Ksteer Morris, -Justice of lie- r* .>.* in Iowa.
^
temporarily retired from the b.-iu 1. to nurse
her baby.
s.

Mi-js 'i'od-l. of t dm-ago.
Wi.o will take a tod:

\

ertises for

a

hu-band.

..1

ways

advertises for girls for cooking. A eoni'e plies;
“You would like them raw
you get a« •ustomed to them.”

ai

B. tirose, Slieriil ot Knox Countv, has apiio-d the following Deputies: .1. F. Torvev.
b " bland; Isaac Larkin. Appleton: dames Burns.
I

Washington.
I he Androscoggin

bead clutched he closes one eye, shuts his mouth
with a snap, and a horn which he wears on his
snout, a la rhinoceros,is jabbed into the fisherman's
palui. 'I'he angler resumes ail erect position,
shakes his flipper, a sound that resembles "damn”
is ail incipient state issues from his mouth, and he

Herald says that -lames Staples
mth < aseo. in his 7! year, ate an apple and
mb* I the core aud lias li\««] to Cat fruil live rears
'll- a tree that gv w fi oin it.

vs.
heal ing the date ot ls.'*d, ha> been proved
lolent in Providence by the fact, that the paper
a whii h it P written contains the water-mark “A.
r. t
superline,” when no paper thus marked
a
sold before the year IstJO.

K

n

good sleighing (which we
had yet) is gone.The oflieers of the Pheuix

not

and Timothy Chase Lodges were installed by It.
W. II. I). G. M. Wm. O. Poor, on Monday evening.
.There’s many a slip twixt walk and hip—or in

to

■

cuts otf his hook and proceeds to gauge another.
Thus it is to catch a seulpin—and when hooks cost

Li'Ctckks.

We did not hear the poem by Mr.
Saxe on Yankee Lund, hut understand that it disappointed the audience generally, it had some

except

during

need of

a

scarcely anything,
something internally warming
remember

can

the late cold snap.

.«

The Minneapolis Tribune of a recent date chronicles the marriage of Mr. .1. W. Pruee, a wealthy
gentleman of that city, President of the City Bank,
to

for

Miss Laura A. Elwell. They immediately left
a tour to the Pacific coast.
The Tribune says—

“Miss Elwell came to die

city last August, from
She is well known in society

as a

fresh water from the paper mill stream comes in,
but the steamer Katahdin went through it without
diilirulty, and there is now no obstruction at all.

(.'apt. Charles Baker had his feet badly frozen
while assisting to get a schooner through the ice,
last week. lie didn’t discover it. until while warming his toes preparatory to going to bed. Jack
exceeding- Frost don't make much fuss in
taking hold, but be

delivered on Friday evening, was
ly interesting. With clear, distinct utterance, and
isn't in

mons,

in beautiful language, he described the approach to
Salt Lake City, lying so near to the ranges of
mountains that their towering heights seemed to
overtop it in tlic clear atmosphere. It is literally
a city of gardens, each house
having attached a

hurry
letting go.
Some people whose supply pipes front the gas
works are exposed to the frost have been dwelling
in eclipse for the past week—like the foolish virgins
about

a

who forgot their kerosene.

Mr. N. X. Martin, the veteran teacher of Stocksquare of ground for orchards and vegetables, and
tilled to overflowing with the harvest.
Clear ton, now 65 years old, is engaged in teaching his
streams of water from the mountains run along ninetieth school. lie has been J7 years a teacher,
the streets. The houses are low and of extended and has taught three generations, the
The radii i1-, have commenced to talk about
parents, childi <• ing the Southern Mates under martial law.
front, with separate apartments and entrances for ren and grand-children.
I
G
to
look favorably upon the the different
Linperor lysse^ said
wives of the proprietors. The numF. W. Berry lost about one hundred bushels of
,i opositiou.
ber of wives that a saint possesses may lie known
potatoes by freezing in his cellar, during the late
t lie net.pr**tils of the l’uropean and North Ameri*
bv counting his front doors! A Mormon endeavors cold weather.
.in Railroad Company for ls7o was $14‘.bsju.l*2.
to divide his attention
impartially among his wives
Mrs. Kimball, an old lady at Hollis, was fatally
Loads of ice, freighted with coolness for next
| —I tie lecturer adding that some, very likely, find
b ii c t last week, by tew night •dress taking tir*
summer, are moving through our streets.
j lie services of a book
keeper necessary to keep
il tlje stove
The season of avalanches from the house tops is
tilings square. Brigham Young has wives innumD.
lb 11 Blidgham. an <• !• I and well known
erable, and oil one occasion, when claimed by a bad for skittish horses and good hats. The safest
«■ I a!
men at such times are tin1 mariners who keep an
t 1 inline old a prominent citizen an 1
woman, said, after a careful scrutiny of her face,
ii
.v :
po.oi: an of tile Slate, died on the 23d.
that she did look familial—but lie couldn't tell! By eye aloft.
iiiliec v
dp. tor of Custom*, in that disDon’t forget the concert by Hall's Band, at Hayinvitation the lecturer dined with a Mormon bishop,
rri- t
who modestly contented himself with two wives. ford Hall, on Saturday evening. It is to be the oc■

The meal was served

\ enliire> tie* opinion that to
tig
pa pc.
!lie prompt payment of the Alabama claims
i.
thing is ucce^sary but (•• forward to the British
•ienPtrv
tew copies •*! Harper's Weekly of last
ek. i-oniaiiiioi/ a likeness of our new plenipo-

\

«

the apartments of one
wife, while the other was her guest. There were
two flocks of children, presented to him by the
fattier, us “the children of Eliza" and “the children

in-

ui•

»•

tentiary
<\

The younger and prettier wife, who
at the table, was chatty and cheerful,
while the elder sat sober and sad-laced.
The lecturer visited the residence of President

presided

very day those fellows telegraph from t lie top ot
Washington, about the “relative humidity.”

\
M

uni

I'h

supposed to refer to the portions of
t whGkey in their punches.
i-

-i:

in

of Sarah."

York papers ar-- urging Americans to send
Pious to the starving French.
vv

Brigham Young, who was himself absent. His
grounds, thirty acres in extent, are enclosed by a
high wall, within which are his residence, those of

water

his wives, liis offices, and the storehouse to which
the people bring one-tenth of their crops for the

1 tie Herald says that a new trial has been denied
Alden Litehiield, convicted of being a principal
in the robbery of the Lime Rock Bank, and he will
piobably be sentenced at the next term of the
Mipreme Court, to be holden in Rockland in March.
i

church—or Brigham. From his oflice telegraph
wires run to all parts of his territory. He can
flash along them messages that will lie obeyed to
the letter.

LOCAL ITEM S,IA

c

Last week, in our county
..i
nian charged with a high crime against I lie
laws,passed to his last account. Whatever his guilt,

most

vliatever ins crimes, however dark tin- record of
life, (<od alone is now the Judge. It was known
that in tlie past lie had been gay, reckless, eager for
He pleasures and enjoyments of life, and tiiat to
m-

means

ol

indulgence

he hud

plunged
paths of

to

“Are you going to B-B-B-B-hellfast?” asked a
stuttering man of a friend on the train, the other
day. “Probably, if the trains runs otf the track."

correspondent asks “Is
a doughhead V

A

“short-cake’’
the family.
There is
on

a

the one who makes
Xo—lie's the flour of

remarkable case of

the east side of the river.
by the disease that he

swollen

girts

and

dropsy in this city,
A boy of lti, is so
weighs 250 pounds,

live feet.

Railroads

bring

out curious kinds of freight. A
car load of ashes was sent from Unity to Bangor a
few

days

ago.

Stockholders in the Portland Steamboat Co. can
get their dividends of Mr. Quimby, at the Savings

Brigham Young,

absolute kind.

rime, scorning the slow Iml sure
honest industry. He was no ordinary criminal; of
keen, clear and subtle mind, the powers which iie

pear. which they would do in time. The lecture
occupied an hour and a half, and was listened to
with tlie closest attention.

the commission of crime would, in honest
•■rtorl, have given him competence and position
Hut the fascination of vice was upon
on mg men.
him, and lie died the deatli of the criminal. What
were his thoughts, with disease preying on his
Jals, shut behind the bars of his cell, with no
sound all through the dreary hours of the night
ave the tramp of the armed guards as
they went

The next lecture will he on this (Thursday) evening, by Prof. Edward S. Morse. Subject—How
Animals Move.
The remaining lectures of the

in

i.-nl to

course

will lie by Mrs. Livermore, Du Chaillu, and

probably Wendell Phillips.

New Waterin’!) Peach. We saw yesterday the
plans and elevations for the new hotel to he erected
their rounds, we can only conjecture. Though a
(the coining spring on the land at Port Point, Stockton. recently purchased by Capt. Wins. Sanford
iiniiial, he wa- still a man, and human sympathy
and Hugh Itoss, Esq., of this city. The hotel is to
went out to liiin. Kind hands ministered to him,
he built
n stock

by
is nearly

company'and

the requisite
amount
all subscribed. Work will commence as soon as the season will allow, and it is
expected that the house will be ready for company
by the first of July. The site is some 400 feet back
of the light, and is a very commanding situation,
from which a magnificent view can be obtained in
all directions. The spacious grounds will lie elegantly laid out in lawns, etc., with trees and
shrubbery, -vhile walks and drives will render
every part of them accessible. A new wharf, at
which the steamers will stop on every trip, furnishes a landing place, whence a winding driveway will lead to the hotel. The main building
will be 100 feet long by 00 feet wide, three stories
high with a Mansard roof, which is equivalent to
another story. A large tower rises m the center of
the facade, and the front and ends will be furnished
with balconies. The root will be railed and finished its a promenade. The interior will contain 100
rooms and will be furnished with all the best modern appliances for the comfort of guests.
We confidently predict an immense patronage for this new
summer resort, and its easy access train this
city,
will no doubt draw to it most of our citizens who
have heretofore spent the summer months in other

whoso claims were sanctified by the near and
Haiti approach of deatli. The wife, still young,
with the affection which a true woman manifests,
however its object may have fallen, sat at his bedside till the last hour, and kissed the dead face of
him to whom her young love bad been given in

as one

bright and happy days.
Next day, ui ordinary truck team was driven
'lowly along, and stopped in tlie street. The
driver hud an errand in a neighboring store. Upon
ll*e sled was a long box, hearing at one end of the
hd only the word
Head," roughly pencilled. It
intained the body of the dead criminal. A
prisonwom trunk sat beside
it, and a small box, through
the crevices of which allowed the dead man’s
clothI he earthly remains and the
mg.
whole estate
the wintry wind blew
were tlier.

bitterly cold,

the passers by cast glances at the sled and its moiirnul freight, and hurried to their homes. The driver
a me out, mounted the hIo.I, and drove
awuv.

places.

The railroad train, that afternoon, bore
away the
coffin, the trunk and the little I,ox of clothing. In
the car sat apart a veiled and sad faced woman.
Few in the crowd knew her story—none could
share her sorrows. A kind hearted lady whose
<
harity had relieved her husband's wants, spoke

[Bangor Whig.

and

eight days

refusing

they

to go below after exercise on

deck,

a severe battle ensued between them
and the crew, in which the carpenter and
steward were killed and several sailors
wounded- At last the Chinese were driven
below, when they set fire to the ship, and the
crew taking fright got out a boat and the
captain was obliged to jump overboard and
swim alter them. They pulled live days, till
they reached the Great Natunas Island,
whence they were soon taken off. The British ship Juanpore, on the evening of the
mutiny, approached the burning ship and
picked up a boat manned by 25 Chinese and
a Greek sailor, who told the terrible story.
Next day she cruised near the burning ship,
picked up from pieces of wreck, ect., 112 ol
the survivors, which she brought to Anjier.
The remainder of the coolies doubtless perished in the destruction they caused. The
ringleader of the mutiny and the man who
set fire to the ship were put in irons on board
the Juanpore. The Greek is suspected of
having been in collusion with the mutineers.

Can’t Always Tell. A foppish fellow in
the country made some propositions which
to by a farmer.
The youth
were objected
exclaimed indignantly: “Sir, do you know
that I have been at two universities, and at
two colleges in each university ?” “well,
sir,” replied the’farmer, “what of that? I
once had a calf that sucked two cows; and
I observed the more he sucked the greater
calf he grew.”

Daniel Johnson, one of (he oldest citizens of
An ingenious wife, in Des Moines,cured her husBelfast, in a note to us, says that Mr. Williamson, band of snoring thus: “She had a gutta-percha tube
in his address, gave a new version of the name of with two cup-shaped ends; one she puts over his
nose and mouth and the other over his ear He
our river—Passagassawakcag. It was the Indian
consumes Ids own noise, as a stove docs its smoke,
he
to
name
custom,
says,
places after noted Indians and wakes up iustanter.
who had died near the
words of comfort to her. The conductor stopped at
locality. A great chief
Wendall Phillips sets the lyeeum above the pulpit
her seat mid tendered his services, with the sympa- named l’assagassa died at Belfast. They added to ami the press has an educational power.
his name the word
“waqueak” which signifies a
thy which a woman in affliction always commands.
But the passengers laughed, talked, told stories, swift runner, and gave that name to the place. Mr.
Headache—Mix half and half of Itenne’s Magic
aud a partv played cards upon a table improvised Johnson says he was told this by an old Indian Oil, and water, and saturate the head with the mixof a travelling bag. So nearly do the griefs and more than sixty years ago. This is plausible, but ture, then put a lew drops of the Oil clear, on the
and where the pain is severest; also swallow
think Mr. Williamson is
correct, nevertheless. 11temple
joys 6t life meet and mingle. And at the junction, we
or 4 drops of the Oil, if sick at the stomach; then
tenderly Uie coffin was handed out, the awful
of
t
find
lie
Mr. Dingley,
your pain if you can. Sold by Howes & Co.
Lewiston Journal, is writing
presence of deatli casting oblivion over crime—the up the notes of his late trip to this
Ilis
first
city.
We have often wondered whether there is a perweeping woman followed—and the disappearing chapter is devoted to a history of the Belfast Itail- son in all New England who does not know and
train bore away the hotly of the dead ami the grief road. He will next give a sketch of the
appreciate the value of “Johnson’s Anodyne Linicity as it ment”
us a family medicine?
It is adapted to most
of the liyiutr—all but the memory of tbe great
appeared to him, and we shall then know whether all purposes, and is the best pain killer that can be
crime.
we “see ourselves as others see us.”
used-

j
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their Fall

offering

now

For

and

prepared

at REDUCED PRICES.

BOAT STOLEN.

MUCH

CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR

THE

twgItoryIwelling

Their entire stock has been marked down.

Good y’d Wide Cottons 10c per j'd
former

Scarlet & Gray Flannels
marked down from 45 to 27 cts.

Shawls
than

A

RAISING THE RENT OF STORES WHILE RUSIneas is at a low ebb.
And on this very account
I am determined to close up business.
Therefore be it known to all
who wish to buy

Lard,

Apples,Baldwin,
Veal,

-oDry Cod,
A
with tour run ot
two oi them French
and two
it is one of the beat Country Mills in the
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
State, the lower part la constructed of Stone and Cedar.
Also one Saw Mill in good repair with opportunities ior
other Machinery, all the lumber manufactured tinds a
Monday, Feb. 1, 1871.
liUTTFIt—We quote line New York and Vermont ready market at the Mill. Also two Storea, Bhickamith’a
butter at 3tia38c per lb, with a few Bales of fall made lots Shop, House lota, Ac., all situated iu the flourishing
at a little higher iigure; fair to good do 28a32c; common Village of Monroe, which ia distant from tide water, or
25c; inferior 18a22c; bakers’13al4c; Canada 20a30c for Belfast & M. L. R. R. some six miles. Also in the town
of Jackson, soveral lota of valuable timber landa.most
common to choice, and Western roll at 25a28c per lb.
CHEESE—We quote fine factory cheese at ltic; fancy of them containing a hoavy growth of Hemlock, Spruce,
fair
to
dairy 15c;
good factory at 12 l-2al4 l-2c; fair to Hardwood and Cedar. The above lota lie six miles from
the Mills iu Monroe where the logs
good dairy 10al3c; common do KalOe per lb.
may be driven at
EGGS—There is a fair demand, and the market is firm ! small expense. Most oi the land is within four miles of
B. 8t M. H, L, R. It, The Hemlock Bark finds a market
at 34c per doz lor fresh lots of Eastern.
BEANS—We quote choice Western hand-picked pea at Burnham which ia distant about ten miles, or at Bel
beans at $25ua2 02 per bush ; Eastern do at $2 75; choice fast. For particulars apply to
JOSEPH PALMER, Monroe Mills or
hand-picked mediums $2 12a2 15; common pea $2 25;
BENJ. WILLIS. Bangor House, Bangor, Me.
tfllO
common mediums $175; marrow beans at $2 5o
per bush
FltESII MEAT—Good Mutton sella well, out thin
carcasses are dull.
Dressed Hogs are quiet at lOalO Me.
Wc quote Chicago Beef at 0al5c for heavy sides, 7a8c for
light sides. Eastern Mutton sells at 4al0c per lb, as to
-Ound Brighton dressed at ‘>al2c.
virtue of a license from the judge
HAY—We quote prime Northern and Eastern $2?a2‘>;
of Probate, for the
of Waldo, the underper ton; 20a21; for New York; ltiai? for interior, and
Executor of the last will aud testament ot Jona$30 lor Straw.
than Treat, late of Frankfort, in said
County, deceased,
will sell at Public Auction, at the store of E. 1*.
Treat,
in laid Frankfort, on
Wednesday the eighth day of
March next, at eleven o’clock, A. M., so much of the
real estate of which said Johathan
died, seized or possessed as will produce the sum ot
twenty-nine thousand
dollars.
WILLIAM TREAT, Executor.
DJI. SCITEXCIC ADVISES CO\Sl'MET/VES TO
Winterport, Jan. 27, 1871.
:;w.'M
CO TO FLOlllDA JX )H.\ 77 U.

we

GOODS.

our

take account of Stock in

'To

a

to March

we are

the Honorable
Waldo :

on

Administrator ot tlie estate ot
late ot
iu said Uou uty
that the
cha tteU
and credits ot said deceased, are not sufficient to answer
his just debts aud charges ot Administration, by the sum
of thirteen hundred dollars—and that he has had an
advantageous otler tor the real estate of said deceased,to
wit: for the Homestead by K. N. Longfellow ot Palermo
to wit, the sum ot thirteen hundred dollars, he thereto***
prays that he may have license to sell at private sale.
WHEKEFokk your petitioner prays your honor to "rant
him a license to sell and convey so much of the real *■-»
tate of said deceased, (including the reversion of the
Widow's dower thereon, as will satisfy said debts, and
incidental charges, and charges ol administration to said
JOHN GKKKl.t.
K. N, Longfellow tor said sum.

respectfully

Those in want of

than cost.

and hear
i

ing

our

prices

our

before

the

tioner
UPON

causing

By

<

GRAND
Instrumental Concert ?

Saturday Evening,
Hall’s Boston, Brass, Reed and String Band.

Tickets,

Dwrs sjttti

Seats,

at 7 1-f.

THE CELEBRATED

At

DOW. widow ol Alexander

presented

constantly

on

hand

Prices.

a Probate Court field at Belfast, within and lor tho
County ot Waldo, ou the second Tuesday ot January
A. L). 1871.
WIUTL.WM.G. CROSBY .Sc DAN 1 KL HARA
• DKN, Trustees uuder the will ot Nathaniel W llson
late of Belfast, in said County ot Waldo, deceased. Imv
ing presented their seventh account ot trusteeship lor
less allowance,
Ordered, That the said Trustees give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this order t *
be published three wei ks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear ut a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for saul
County, on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten
ot the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be allowed.
our
ASA Till RLOl (ill, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fiki.h, Register,

per cent,

sold in this

ever

city.

CUT FREE OF CHARGE
when the doth is purchased at
Store,

At

druggist.

GEORGE C.

lyrl93p

^EarthCo,Closet

J. 11. Scuexgk, M.I).,
No. 10 North Mixth Slid t, Philadelphia.
GOODWIN A €0.. Boston, Ajents.

19 DOANE ST.
j
1

HUS T O N.
lyrll

a

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
on the second Tuesday ot Jauuui *

County of Waldo,
A. D. 1871.

Alt D SHUTK, named Kxecutor in a cert on
J instrument purporting to be the last will and teatu
ment o' Thomas Shute, late of Stockton, in said County
of W'aldo, deceased, having presented said w ill for Pr-

GLOVES.
A

large

stock of

Gloves to be sold at

price 4:2

former

17

IKON

Lined

Fleeced

bate.

Ordered, That tfie said Leonard, give notice to ttl;
persons interested bv causing a copy ot this order to be*
published three weeks successively In the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be Held at Belfast, w ithin and tor said
County, on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten
ot the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved
ASA I II I RLOUGH, Judge
and allowed.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fn;u», Register,
iw.s

pair. |

ds. per

cents.

PAPER COLLARS
Finish, Cloth Lined, Button

Linen

Hole Collars 2 Boxes for

25

ds.

made in this

prices
department.
8

IKW'LS

interested by causing a copy ot this order to b.
three weeks successively In the Republican
at Belfast,that
may appear at a Pro
be held at Belfast,w ithin and tor said Couubate
tv, on the second Tuesday ol February next, at teu ot
the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they list e,
why the prayer of said petition should not be grunted.
ASA TUURLOUGH, Judge
Atrueeopy. Attest—B. P. Tiki.i*, Register. :i\\ 6

sons

Journal, printed
been! | published
Court,to

has

A break down in

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor Hie
County of Waldo, ou the second Tuesday id January
A. D. 1871.
PITCHKR, nnc!.- of Hannah K. Illgglns
J latent Belmont,in said County ot W'aldo, deceased,
having presented a petition that Kben Flagg of r-.«!d
iseimout, may be appointed Administrator ou said deceased’s estate.
Ordered, That the said Lewis,give notice to all per

At

I

Linen Handkerchiefs.
Good j

ds. each.

they

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor the
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot Juuuar>
A. D. 1871.
C1AKAII JANK IX)YEN, named Executrix, iu a cer
►3 tain instrument purporting to bo the last will uu<i
testament of Daniel Doyen, late ot Lincolnvitl e, In said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will
for Probate.
Ordered, That the said Sarah Jane, give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be

A*

WORSTED GOODS
Nubias, Hoods,
Scarf's, Jackets,
Sontags, &c.
at coat and less than cost.

selling

three weeks

Sublished
ourual printed
Probate

JUST

DODGE’S BUG PATTERNS, »‘»™p«'i
Burlap

iu

the

Republican

""
a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo,on the second Tuesday of January

At

in Brilliant Colors.

A. D. 1871.

Country

W. SEAVEY, sou of John Seavey, late ot
in said County ol Waldo, deceased ha* iug
that he may be appointed Adtnim
a

Frankfort,
JOHN
petition

presented

JOBBERS.
AVe call attention to

successively

at Belfast, that they may appear ut a
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said

County, on the second Tuesday ol February next, ui
ten ot the clock before noon, and shew cause, It any they
have, why the same should not be proved approved and
ASA TUURLOCull, Judge.
allowed.
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Fikli», Register, .nv'o

RECEIVED

trator

Deal-

ers, to Odd Job Lots that will be

RICH,
disposed of less than they
POOR,

pri-

personal

€ loak inns, JP.

to bo closed out 10

JgrOpeu

NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR

petition

an

At

W a terproof
than

a

estate ol' said deceas'd.
Ordered, That the said Susannah, give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy <»i this order to b
published three weeks successively in the Ropublieau
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County on the second Tuesday ol February next, ut teu
ot the clock before noon, and shew' cause, it any they
have, why the prayer of said petition should not LiASA Til UPLOUGH, Judge.
grunted.
A true copy. Attesf—B. I*. Fiki.i>, Register. liw.M

Reduced

at

SABBATH,

NO CAPITALIST IS TOO
NO FARMER IS TOO

ol

ot

J^OTICE!

CACCIOLA.

late

Dow,
Waldo, deceased, huvlng
SUSANNAH
Palermo, in said County
lor
allowance trom the

Handkerchiefs
Concert Conitueuce at X I S. Linen

Barber's Notice!

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor the
ou the second Tuesday ol January

a

County ol Waldo,
A. D. 1871.

—

f
J

published three weeks successively in the Kcpubli
Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that they may

MAK\

purchas-

elsewhere.

HAYFORD HALL, Belinst

Feb. 4, 1871.

foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the petigive notice to all persons interested, by
ot said petition, with this order thereon,

copy

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor the
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol January iu
the year ol our Lord A. 1). 1871.
LONGFKLLOW, widow of Nathan Longfellow, late ot Palermo, in said County ot Wald**
deceased, having presented a petition for an uilow.uu*
from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary, give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal
printed at lf-Hast, that they may appear ut a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said Count*
on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten of th
clock before noon,and shew cause, it any they have, \vh
the prayer of said petition should not be granted.
ASA THUKLOCGH, Judge
iv\
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fiki.p, Register,

Books! Books! Books! Beaver Mohair

500 per cent.

within aud tor the

Tuesday ot Jauuary

At

stock

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Having for the last thirty-live years devoted my whole
time and attention to tin.- study of lung vl. .-a -is and confe.-l that I understand fully the course that
sumption,
ought to he pursued to rest or.- a tolcrabl v led case of dis'I In* first ami most im-oeased lungs to healthy somnln ■:
portant step is, for the patient to avoid taking cold; and
HAVE A LARGE QUANTITY OF BOOKS,
the he.it of.ill lilac ss on this e..ntiu» nt f.r this purpose, in
to disposo ol comprising most of the
winter, is Florida, well down in the Mate, wln-ic the tempopular
Hooka
Port.,
of
perature is regular. and not mi!•ju t to such variations as in
Adveulure.
Travel,
more no:them latitude.-.
Fnbiiku 1- a point 1 can recomTalea amt Novel*, which we offer for $1.00 each.
mend. A good hotel is kept tin re by I'eterinan. Last winThese books are sold by most booksellers Iroin $1.50 to
ter I ..aw several per: on-; there av1io.sc lungs had been
badly $2.5o each. js-Savk from 50 to 75 Cents on each
di-• a.-.cil. but who, under the healing intluence of tho cliBook.
Send for Catalogue tree,
mate and my medicine*, were getting well.
U. W. FISK A CO., Boston, Nan.
* hi.* hundred miles fart In r dow n the river i.; a point which ]
ln>30
1 would prefer to I'alutku, as the temperature is more even
P. O. Box 1091.
and tin* air dry and bracing. Mellonville and Enterprise |
are located there.
I should give u decided preference to
Mi llouvill.
it is two mills from river or lake, and it
•*«■»«• to Agent*.
seems almo-t impos.-ihle t
take edd there. '1 lie tables in
Florida might l.e better, and patients complain at time*: !
Yuli Particular* and four valuable samples sent
hut that is a good sign, as it indicates a return of appetite;
by mail on receipt of 50 Ouli for postage *fcc.
and, when thisis the case, they generally increase in flesh,
Addreau
and then the lungs must heal.'
FI#K A EOG iK,
Jacksonville, Hibernia, (ireon Cove, and many other
Luck II o\ IH ».
places in various parts of Florida, can he safely recomMaine.
iiw30*
Augusta,
mended to consumptives in vrintwr. -My reasons tor saying
ionic, that patients are le.is liable to take cold there than
where there Is a lc*s even temperature: and it is not tieeossary to say, that, where it consumptive person exposes
himseif to frequent Colds, he is certain to die shoiily:
therefore my advice i», go well down into the State, out
of the reach of prevailing east winds and fogs. Jackson
ville, or almost any other of the localities I have named,
will benefit those who are troubled with a torpid liver, a
disordered stomach, deranged bowed*, sore throat, or cough;
A T
but, for those whose lungs are diseased, a more southern
point is earnestly recommended.
For lift cell years prior to ISO!), 1 was professionally in
New York, Boston, Baltimore, and Philadelphia every
o s
week, where I saw and examined on an average live hundred patients a week. A practice so extensive, embracing
every possible phase of lung disease, has enabled me to understand the disouse fully and hem e my caution in legard
to taking cold.
A person may take vast quantities of
Sehenok’s Pulmonic Syrup, Seaweed Tonic, and Mandrake
Fills," and yet die if he does not avoid taking cold.
In Florida, nearly everybody is using Schenck’s Man-odrake Fills; for the climate *ii more likely to produce
THIi CELEBRATED 1BA.\1». composed
bilious habit* than more northern latitudes. It is a well- 1
of
the
Musicians
viz :
following
established fact, that native* of Florida rarely die of conI). C. HALL, Gold Bugle and Cornet.
sumption, especially those of the southern part. On the
RHODOLPH HALL, Flute, Musette & Gol<l Cornet.
other hand, in New England, one-third at least of the population die of this terrible disea..e.
WM. H. WHIDDON, 1st Violin and Barritone.
In the Middle* States,
it does not prevail so largely; still there are many thousands
T. M. CARTER. 2d Violin and E. Cornet.
What a vast percentage of life would be
of cases there.
O, A. WHITMORE, 1st Clarionette and Saxaphono.
raved if consumptives were as easily alarmed in regard to
H. C, FREEMAN. 2d Clarionette and Suxuphom
taking fresh colds as they are about scarlet fever, small-pox,
S.
K. CON ANT, Viola, Bass and Bells.
Ac.! hut they are not: they take what they terjn a little
CHARLES BL11R, Violincello and Trombone.
cold, which they are credulous enough to believe will wear
D. H. MOORE, Solo Trombone.
oir in a few days. They pay no attention to it, and hence it
JOHN M, BULLARD, Contra Bass and Tuba,
lays the foundation for another and another still, until tho
lungs are diseased beyond all hope of cure.
respectfully announces to the citizens of Belfast and viMy advice to perilous whose lungs are affected, even
an Entertainment as
in
a.
is
to
cinity,
stock
click's
of Sell
Fulmouic Syrup,
lay
above, on which occasion
slightly,
Schcuck’s Seaweed Tonic, and Schenck’s Mandrake Fills,
they will give selections from the latest and most popular Music. Consisting of Marches.
and go to Florida. 1 recommend these particularmedicines,
Quicksteps, Polkas,
because I am thoroughly acquainted with their action. 1
Gallops, Waltzes, Andantes, Select Pieces &c.
know, that, whore tin y are used in strict accordance with
25 Cts.
my directions, they will do the work that is required. Tills
Reserved
35.
accomplished, nature will do tin* rest. The physician who
For Sale at Washburn’s Book Store on and alter Monprescribes for cold, cough, or night sweats, and thon adday next, (Jan. 30,) where a plan ot Reserved Seats can
vises the patient to walk or ride out every day, will be sure
be seen. Programme ot Concert Issued at the Hall.
to have a corpse on his hands before long.
M v plan is, to give my three medicines in accordance with
the printed directions, except in some cases where a freer
use of the Mandrake Fills is necessary.
My object is, to
A. I). Chase,
It
l
to get up a good appetite.
give tone to the stomach,
is always a good sign when a patient begins to grow hunJOHN 11. QlHMBY, !
Business
Per u
Order
1 ’have hopes of such. With a relish for food, and
gry
L. D. Woodward,
Committee
the gratillcation of that reli-dt, comes good blood, and
Wm.
Washburn
f.
with it more flesh, which is closely followed by a healing
Belfast, Jan. 25,1371.
of the lungs, —then tho cough loosens and abates, the
creeping chills and clammy night sweats no longer prostrate and annoy, and tlu* patient gets well, provided lie
avoids taking cold.
Now, there are many consumptives who have not the
The question may he asked, Is
means to go to Florida.
IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT I HAVE RKLINthere no hopo for such? Certainly there is. My advice to
such is, and ever has been, to stay in a warm room during
quished to my minor son, I.. W. Slater, the balance ot
bis time during hts minority, and shall pay no debts ot
the winter, with a temperature of about seventy degrees,
which should be kept regularly at that point by means of a
Ids contracting nor claim any of Itis earnings alter this
thermometer. Let such a patient take his exercise within
date.
JOHN O. SLATER.
the limits of the room by walking up and down as much as
Belmont, Jan. 30,1S71.
3w:.'0*
his strength will permit, in order to keep up a healthy circulation of the blood. 1 have cured thousands by this system, and can do so again. Consumption is as easily cured
as any other disease, if it is taken in time, and the proper
The fact stands undisputed
kind of treatment is pursued.
on
record, that Sehcnck * Pulmonic Syrup, Mandrake
Fills, and Seaweed Tonic have cured very many of w hat
•M■ c; ACCIOIA, respectfully announces to his
seemed to he hopeless cases of consumption, tlo w here you
customers and citizens, that his shop will be closed ou
will, you will ho almost certain to find some'poor conof
death
who
lias
been
rescued
from
the
very
jaws
sumptive
the
by their use.
So far as tho Mandrake Fills are concerned, everybody
.should keep a supply of them on hand. They act on the
liver better than calomel, and leave none of its hurtful
after this date.
effects behind, in f.-u t, tiny are excellent in all cases
Saturday Gveuluf until 111-2
If you have parwhere a purgative medicine is required.
^
taken too freely of fruit, and diarrhoea ensues, a dose of the
J.
Mandrakes wiil cure you. If von arc subject to sick headache, take a dose of the Mandrakes, and they will relievo
Belfast, Jan, 17, 1871, 3w28
If you would obviate tho effect of a
you ill two hours.
change of water, or the too free indulgence in fruit, take
one
of the Mandrakes every night, and you may tlnu
drink water, and cat water-melons, pears, apples, plums,
peaches, or corn, without, the risk of being made sick by
them. They will protect those who live in damp situations
against chills and fevers. Try tlum. 'liny are peifeetly
harmless. They can do 3 oil good only.
1 have abandoned my professional xi.-it* to Boston and
New York, hut continue to seo patients at uiy office. No. l.r»
North Sixth Street, Fliiladelphia, every Saturday', from
to buy an Earth Closet, which is a substitute for the
}•, a.m., to3, i\m. Those who wish a thorough examination
with the Bcspirontelcr will be churgid ll\e dollars. T lie
water-closet or common privy, and places within reach
Kcspiroineter declares the exact coiidith it of the lungs; 1 of all, rich and poor, in town and in the country, a simand patients cun readily leant whet In r they'are curable
means for providing, in the house, a comfortable
But 1 desire it distinctly--understood, that the \al- I ple
or n >t.
vate closet, affording comfort, neatness and health.
no of my’ medicines depends entirely upon their being taken
Prices
$9 to $35. Send for Circulars to
strictly according t.'directions.
will say, that when persons take my
In conclusion,
a
medicines, and their systuns are brought into healthy
condition thereby, they arc not soli.i!>lc to take cold; yet
no one w ith diseased lungsean bear a .* uddeu change of at1 R A Df
mosphere without the liability of greater ».r less irritation
of the bronchial tubes.
Full directions in all languages accompany my medicines, so explicit and clear that any one can Use. High
without consulting tin*, and cun be bought from any

the second

appear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate
Office iu Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of
February next, at ten o’clock in the foreuoou, aud shew
cause, if any they have, why the same should not be
ASA THUKLOCGH, Judge.
granted.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fu:u>, Register. :ivvJ8
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on
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would do well to examine

Probate,held at Belfast,
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a
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hand that

will be closed out at cost and less

Judge ol Probate for the County oi
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Dress Goods.
assortment

NOTICES.

(iUKKI.V,
JOHN
Palermo,
Longtellow,
deceased,
represents
goods,

At

splendid

POOH,

PROBAT

sacrificed.

A

tt'j'j

HELFAST, Maine*.

general slaugh-

the Prices of

previous
willing to dispose of our
stock at prices that will benefit the
customers.
Many goods are to be

IN THE TOWNS OF MONROE & JACKSON.
OF
GRIST MILL, and privileges,
CONSISTING
Stones,
Burs,
Bolts;

4 to 5
$8 to 10

As

1st,

SEAL ESTATE FOR SALE

$4.00 to 00

on

CON

CORONER!
tur*

few weeks and

HARDWARE

$5.50 toO.OO

ter

a

A

ls71,

.1 < > 11 N

10 per cent, less

We have made

CLOSK

PETER THACHER, Agent of Proprietors,
No. 2 Kimball Block.

Kockland Jan.

offered before.

ever

lO

Story House and L, in
Rockland, on South side ot Rockland
.street, adjoining Benjamin Rnowlton
‘will be sold
very low, and possession
ine nouse is pleasantly situated,
given lmmeuiaieiy.
in a good neighborhood, tive or six minutes walk trom
the Post Otlice, High School and Churches. It contains
sixteen finished rooms, numeious clo9ets and other eon
veuiences. Cellar under the whole. The house is iu
good repair, has two handsome parlors, parlor chambers
and spacious entries, ab. ve and below, all which are
elegantly papered and painted. It is very suitable lor a
priva.e dwelling, oi fur a Hoarding House, and is con
vcnient for one or two families. A perfect title will be
given tree from all claims to dower. Hie premises ina>
be examined on application to benjamin Kuowltou, or

Crash 8 cts. per yard.
Table Linens marked down.

CROCKERY,

Beef,

at a

IN ORDKK
corn, the Two

10x4 A W Blankels3.50 pet pair,

Transaction!
-: o:-

40 to 00
7 7-4 to 00
10 2-3 to 00
50 to $l

12 1-2 cts.

price

Ginghams 121-2 cts. per yard

Belfast, Wednesday, Feb. 1, wri.
Of any description, PA1ATS, OIL*, limit.
Hour,
$8.00 to 11.00 Round llog,
10 to 11
SPOKES, WHIPS, THl'W HOOPS,
Corn Meal,
1.00 to 1.05 Clear Sait Pork,
$23 to 25
OAASS, HOPE,
1.25 to 0.00 Mutton per lb,
Rye Meal,
0 to 8
l.oo to 0.00 Lamb per lb,
Rye,
7 to 0
95 to 100 Turkeys,per lb,
Corn,
25 to 00
05 to 70 Chickens, per lb
17 to 20 OAASS WARE. A A AT ERAS, CIIAAUABailey,
2.00
to
2
75
Beans,
25 to 00
Ducks, per lb,
AIERS, AARPN, At-., At-.
Marrowfat Peas,1.00to 1.25 Geese,
15 to 18
Now is your time to buy, as my store must be cleaned
55 to Oo 11 ay per ton,
Oats,
$18 to 20 out
the
first
of April.
by
95 to 1.00 Lime,
Potatoes,
$1,25 to 00
Also a dark Bay llorse weighs 1030 lbs., a
8 to
Dried Apples,
lo Washed Woo 1,
splendid
35 to 42
u
c
animal,
unRcr
00 to 75 Unwashed Wool,
25 to 33
Cooking, do.
Iw3u
Waldoboro, Jan. 28, 1871.
3*. to
:t5 Pulled Wool,
20 to oo Hides,
25 to 00 Calfskins,
18 to
00 SheepSkins,
8 to
10 Wood, hard,
90 to 1.00 Wood, soft,
lo to 00 Dry Pollock,
0 to
8 Straw,

For Sale

houte
Bargain.

A PERFECT TITLE GIVEN!

Financial

JOURNAL.

Co-

At the old stand of F. A. CARLE, No. 52 Main St.,
take this method of informing all old customers au*t
others that we are now
to offer goods of the
best quality and at prices as low as the lowest by adhei
to
our
ing strictly
motto, quick sales and small profits.
We hope to meet a liberal share of patronage.
F. A. CAULK,
Belfast, Jan. 9, Uri.
:iiu0827
K. ./. mokkinon.

Dry and Fancy Goods

healthiest and most delicious food in the

a

Hardware Business.

Winter stock of

Sells Banner, McFarland, Boston; Martha

WE

western mails will be received and sent over the
whose rule was of the
railroad to this city soon, one by each train.
IVhat was to lie the fate of
this strange community lie eouldnot say. He
thought
the policy ot the government of the United States
The telegraph announces the burning of
would he to keep a vigilant guardianship over its
the coolie ship Uncawali, in the China seas,
territorial condition, without admitting it to the
in October last. I,ate foreign papers give the
powers of a state—to submit it to the pressure of terrible details.
The Uncawali sailed Oct.
moral influences, so far as it can. until the peculiar 1:5 from Macao for
Callao, with T>:57 coolies
and undesirable features of the community disap- on board.
When
rose
out,
ence

I UK L*kai> Kklon.

procure tin-

casion of the winter.

The people had comfortable homes, and
appar- Bank.
ently enough of everything. Their industry and
Postmaster Thurlow has received notice that two
thrift were wonderful. The yielded implicit obedi-

IVews oflthe County and City.

Jan2'J.

BELFAST PRICES CTRRETT.

was marred by defective utterance which made the words inaudible
to a large portion of those present.
Mr. Dingley’s lecture, on Days Among the Mor-

hundred spinning wheels are sold in Bangor,
annually to go up country.
\ member of the Dakota Legislature recently inti oduced a bill with the following title:
A bill to
incorporate the Hon John L. -Jolley, of (’lay
•only, into a Windmill.”
ditructs have been made by a company in New
\ -i L, with shoe manufactures in \ ienna lo make
American brogans,” similar to those of MassatiiGctt» manufactures, from Austrian leather and
Giip them to New York. They will cost per pair,
duty paid, about twenty-two cents less than Amerioi shoes.
h

are

IBEIjFAIiT.
ARRIVED.

Notice.

UNDERSIGNED, having this day formed
partnership under the name and style ot
CARLE & MORRISON,
the purpose of carrying on the

MEWS.

POUT OF

the fact that it furnishes the best medical advice
which is available to the people—enables them to
determine what their complaints are and how to
cure them.
It contains the startling announcement of the conflagration of a world, or the combustion of one of the stars in the firmament with all its
attendant planets.
lmo26

Agassiz does, and will tell you all about them if you
will address him enclosing stamp.

good points, and sharp hits, but

SHIP

Co-Partnership

Simonton Bros & Co.

...

witnesses, who

Co..

1 mos.'O

Searsmcmt, Jau. 7th, Mrs. Abigail Gilman, aged 72
years 6 months. (Bangor papers please copy.)
In Havana, Cuba, Jan. 11, of yellow fever, Albert 15.
Wentworth of Searsport, Me., aged 17 years 9 months.

Freedom Academy!

An exchange says: “before the acts of the demoi. y San Domingo
pales.” Seeing that the island
covered with blacks, we beg leave to viv we
don't believe a word of this.

Bull has purchased uSnboi) house at Lebanon.
Me
and workmen are now remodelling it, and
ben completed will occupy it as hP future home.

Simonton Bros.

this city, 25, Mrs. Anne, wife of Daniel Faunce.

55.

In

In the Practice of Medicine I have recomON SATURDAY, 21st ult., the Boat
mended Fellows’ Compound Syrup of HypoBloomer was taken from this harbor,
said boat was about nine tons, square stern,
phosphites, and have found invariably the followgreen, with one new mast. Anyone knowing ol
ing results: Greater freedom lo the action of the
er whereabouts will be
amply paid by addressing
Lungs, increased and more easy expectoration in Sainted
come.
The
owner can have it by ea lling on cases indicated
might
tau
by dry cough, and decided augmenRUSSELL G. OYER, Belfast, Me.
tation of tone to the whole nervous system.
the man that found il.
.'AMES SALMON. M. 1).
A Free Pass Given. At a recent meeting of
Chipraan, Queen's County, N. 13.
the Directors of our railroad, a letter ot an unusual
Farmers ami stock raisers have frequently told rpiIK SPRING TERM OF THIS INSTITUTION,
hind, was laid before the Hoard, ft wUh from a us that they have very good results from
giving X will begin Tuesday, Feb. 38, and continue ten
minister of llie gospel, who proposed to hold semi- “Sheridan's Cavalry Condition l’owders” to cows weeks under the charge ol Mr. N. A. LUCE, Principal,
swine before and alter they drop their young. with competent assistants in the several Departments.
monthly services in Brooks, and asking that a pass and
Having thoroughly retittad the School-rooms ot the
The Powders put them in good condition, and give
Institution and re-organized the boards of
over the road from Burnham he given him. After them
strength to care and provide lor the sucklings. and instruction, the Trustees are determined tooversight
make oi
due consideration, the following reply was sent—
the School one ot the best In the State.
Primary and
©1.000 Howard will he paid by the proprietor of Normal
Departments will be added the coming term,
Bei.east, Jan. 2S, ls7t.
Or. Pierce's Alt. Ext. or Holden Medical Discovery also a course
of Lectures upon Educational and Sclent!
Dear Sir—Your favor of yesterday, asking lor a for a medicine that will equal it in curing ail the tic iopics. Arrangements have bees made to furnish
free pass over the Belfast and Moosehead Lake diseases for which it is recommended. In the cure board and rooms to all who may apply, at the lowest
Railroad, is at hand. This company is disposed to of severe and lingering Coughs, Bronchitis and dis- rates.
lend all possible aid toward the advancement of the eases of tlio lungs. anil us a Mom I purifier and
TUITION:
gospel. It recognizes specially the need of regen- strengthening medicine it cannot lie too highly rePrimary
Dept.
$1.50 to 2.00.
erating influences and a change of lioart in the commended. It acts promptly upon the liver, reCommon English,
3.50.
tield of your proposed labors at Brooks, which moving torpor or “Billiousness." Sold by drugtown lias repudiated its subscription to this road. gists.
Higher do. & Normal,
-4.50.
With the hope that your prayers and exhortations
Classical,.- 5.00.
How are you to-day? I'm not feeling well, bili1BO A KID,
may lie oflieacious to that end, I enclose the pass ous and sick head
$i.|>0 per week.
have been looking round
ache,
asked tor
Respectfully yours,
for a box of “Parson’s Purgative Pills,” but our Those wishing .Assistance in procuring board can apply
A. If avi’Orp. President.
to the Principal or either ol the
following named gentletraders are all sold out. [Country paper.
men :
W. S. Fuller, A. J. Billings, or Bern. Williams.
We learn that our neighbors at Searsport are exW. H. .FUJLEiKJl, (Secretary.
Ayer’s American Almanac, for the new year,
freedom. Jan. 28, ls?l.
ercised over some search and seizure eases under has arrived for
4w:iO
delivery gratis by all Druggists to
the iiipior law. A raid on the tavern and several all who cull for it. This little annual has the largest circulation of any book in the world, made bv
WHO EVER HEARD OF
saloons disclosed the evidence of glasses smelling

lady of rare accomplishments and grace.”
Some of our exchanges, the Bangor Whig among
them, have been premature in announcing Belfast
harbor as closed by ice. It caught across the river, Butter,
Cheese,
during the severe weather, at the point where the Eggs,

not over $1.00 each, never try to take one out of a
If there is anything else that we
remember about seulpins we have forgottonit, but
what we don't know about them our friend Prof.

Me

In

aged

world.

Frankfort, Maine.

!

DIED.
_

—————————

cheapest,

sculpin’s gills.

Mrs. Graves, the postmistress of Onarga, III.,has
removed because she didn't take any interest
n San Domingo, urn! J. L. Parmalee has been
apeiiied. John used to own a spotted coach dog,
which is now in Washington. [Chicago Times.

!

Rug Pattern

STAMPED IN BRILLIANT COLORS ON BMM.AP
For sale Wholesale ami Retail at

Weeks,Flowers, do.
Feb 1. Sclia Mary, McDonald, Bucksrilie; Helen Maria, Prince, Portland; D Williams, Mills, Rockland; Advance,
Perry, Wlnterport for Boston.
Sea Moss Karine from pure Irish Moss, for Blanc
[ Harbor and docks clear of ice.]
Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams. &c., &c. The

An Ohio man, whose pet hear last week hugged
bis little boy to death, refused to kill the beast? bill
lmallv, alter much urging, did consent to put him
»p to be shot for at the price of $lo().

'-‘ •■n

XDOIDGKE’S

In Waldoboro, Jan. 80, by Henry Farmington, Kan,,
Mr. Alonzo Willey to Miss Ann M. Tollman, both of
Bremen.

close

When a fisherman catches a seulpin it is alby accident, and the first thing he does on
lauding it, i.- to pat its head several times with the
heel of liis hoot and then stoop down to unfasten
his hook. He gently slides the right hand down suspiciously, and the keepers are being tried before
die line and with the left firmly grasps the head of a tribunal wherein the majesty of the law is repre
tiie seulpin which with fixed eyes, and open mouth seated by Hon. Sylvanus I. Roberts, of Stockton.
awaits the movement. The moment he feels his A deplorable want of memory is manifested by the
up in.

A i a[ier
•, j .•»i. r\’

’•

out” at that Ball, after having their trains trodden crease the irritation of the brain instead of soothing
it. Probably in seventy-five cases out of a hundred
on by big boots.We he ard it suggested after the in which
they nre administered. Plantation Bitlecture, Friday evening, that the Mormons deserv- ters given in moderate doses and at proper intered sonic credit for having all their front doors on vals, would have the desired effect. Persons who
find it difficult to compose their minds to sleep after
their own houses, as this way, a man puts one on
lying down at night, or whose slumbers are dishis own house and the rest on his neighbors. turbed by bad dreams, or are too brief to afford due
Wednesday morning could not be beaten by any nourishment, are advised to try the Plantation
Bitters as an
j for this comprehensive
day in the almanac.We had the most weather medicine is not anodyne
only a tome and alterative, but a dethat
we
week
ever
knew
at
It
relast
one time.
lightful sedative—a “balm of hurt minds” as well
minded us of a remark we heard in Minnesota, by as a revivificr of enfeebled frames.
Its use, as a means of producing healthful sleep,
an old stage driver, who had driven between Lynn
involves none of the unpleasant secondary conseand Boston.before there were any railroads. He
quences of a resort to the former narcotics. They
said “the weather we had been having was a hun- all, without exception, excite the stomach; while
dred and sixty acres of the d—dest weather he ever the effect of the Bitters is to toue, and without
that sensitive organ.
saw.”.All our
have irritating

_MARRIED.

proximity to that region.Found—a lady's
If a seulpin green veil, highly scented with smoke, and having
mouth, and if a hole burnt in it near the place where one’s lips

ears, he couldn't have so much
there he one thing a seulpin delights in more than
another it is the door of iiis face. It is Iloosae tunnel. on a small scale. We do not wish to lie perwore

M :c>j. Im>c.'l'. Uillct- it.**I bv
failure .ha.-- li\rd upon Feb. 1! a- the
.*n- final hidgt'nient.

Mlliriil.-

a

knew a sculpin that was a minister, but we occasionally hear of a minister who is a sculpin. The
last one caught was the New York gentleman who

\f a rerent wedding in a certain town in \Vds•uisiu. the organist, upon the entrance of the
’Tidal partv to tin* church, plaved Put Me in Mv
little p,ed.*’

lie

which is

ters.

a

*'

Want of Sleep. Opium or morphine is usually
Shout Cake. Our “heated term” broke last
as a soporific. Both arc violent remeMonday; if it had not the thermometer would. prescribed
dies, and re-act violently; producing nausea, headLots of musquito netting sold for the big Ball next ache and
prostration. They are often given when
Monday evening. The ladies will literally “rag they arc not needed; and not unfrequentiy they in-

can

be

had in the Western Markets.

ou

said deceased’s estate.

Ordered, That the said John W., give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast,that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bellast,within aud tor said Couu
ty, on the second Tuesday ot February next, at ten ot
the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they ffnve,
why the same should not be allowed.
ASA

THUllLOUGII, Judge.

Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Fikld, Register.

rilHE subscriber hereby gives public notioo to ail ewi
X. corned, that he has been duly appointed and taken

Simonton Bros. & Co.
mean

the

business and will

prices

advertised to

guarantee
all, until

March 1st.

Simonton Bros. &
HAYFORD BLOCK,

Co.,

Belfast, Mel

upon himself the trust of Administrator of the esmic ot
John G. Sawyer, late of Montville,ln theCouuty of Waldo, deceased,
giving bond as the law directs; hw therefore requests all persons who arc indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, aud those
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same tor
AMOS W, 8PROWL.
3wU8
settlement to him.

by

subscriber hereby gives public notice to unconcerned, that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust ot Administrator de bunts
non with the will annexed of the estate ot Eben Taylor,
late of Unity, in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the taw directs; he therefore requests all persons who aro indebted to said deceased's estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
DAVID GILFATR1CK.
3\v-3

T1IK

THE

BROAD^

CREED.

t!!h is one;
4
Ti'i u ill lands beneath the sun,
U
h uh eves to see may see
! :>•
G ii' of its unity.
'>'"11 <T creed its fullness wraps,
'*
i’ not by sclmol lev maps.
as the sun and air it is
!•«
U’i-’s and boundaries.
\
verse, iu dull Koran,
■'•ctrrp'. of pood to man ;
m, !s t■> our Aryan sires
v tic earliest household fires.
i

doth it lessen what He taught,
th* gospel Jesus brought
; r.'clous that Ilis lips retold
roe i
r:inn of that trilli'. of old;
iiving ii )i the proven seers,
:
! v. is,loni <•!' the rears;
•>'’ min" w:‘h his own impress
unniDii law «>f righteousness.
ilm world for truth: wo cull
j. ; •> pure, the beautiful
■m graven stone snd written scroll,
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ought that science brings
hing through material things;
H it' glasses prove,

thf letter's oldness move
i> aid worlds on worlds that course
of the universe;
r\erywheiv the Spirit walks
_■ ird« n of the heart, and talks
v
d,
man as under IMen's trees.
0
i’> varied languages.
V.
\ ! 11 e ;■;) a’tOVe ^tlll"
hopeless flaw
I
1
*11
t a hies of the law,
■\
<
S.-riptmv very day afresh
;*•» i on tables of the’flesh?
■- rd
Um
by outward signs,
•
nee -till the heart divines!
;
i
mb leepest i >\ of Him we learn,
r- -t grief to Him we turn,
\n
o *n st('Op- its
pride to share
idi
-!ii 1*idike in-iiiiet of a prayer,
n
Whittier'- Miriam.
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TO

VENUS.

WII.I.TAM MORRIS.

lb fore our lady eauie on earth
Ididf there was of joy or mirth;
M-out tie* borders of the sea
a• 't a-b.lk wandered
heavily:
\b.»ut tli wintry river side
I
w. ary fishers would abide.
Mono within the weaving-room
T
t before the loom,
girls w >uld
A ml -ing no s-mg. and j lay no play ;
M ne from dawn to hot mid-da v.
I' -oiu mid-l iv unto evening,
1 i. men atiehl would work, nor sing.
Mid weary thoughts of man and God,
lb J'»re thy mot the wet ways trod.
[ nki-ed the merchant bore his care,
’uki-sed tin- knights went out to war,
i iihi"rd tlie mariner came home,
nki-i the ministrel men did roam.
I

in tie- stream the maids would stare,
kuo-.v why they were made so fair;
w io'-ks. their bosoms white,
n'o- well wrought for all delight,
•ii oh'
things that waited death,
A -lr>- ;
ts the tlowers beneath
u -m :ne>- of un kissed feet:
N hm was hitter then, or sweet.
« >r

\
i
b

r

>

I' -, r*f.-r.
u Venus, well may we
lb ai-• th“ green ridges of the sea
vhieh, upon a happy day,
I
-u i■ a m'st to tak<- our shame
away.
W-ii may we praise the curdling loam
n: 1-t th<- whir!) thy feet did
bloom,
I i 'w<w*» of the gods; tin* yellow sand
I
\ k.'s
d atwixt the sea and land;
’!
h«*r-he**rt ripe-serded grass,
■r :1 Hi;'!: which thy line limbs first did
pass;
i'.’i

purple-dusted butterfly,
blown against thy quivering thigh;
'lb tiiM r«‘d ro>e that touched thy
side,
\ ml over-blown and fainting died;
i K- lliekrring of tie* orange shade,
V, h»n*e first in sleep thy limbs were
laid;
T
happy day's sweet life and death,
va i'f
r iii• -1 caught thy
balmy breath—
V
ad lliethings well praised
may be,
II
with what words shall we praise thee—
•

*

1*

Vr'iWis. <> thou love aiire.
u :
give peace to souls that strive?
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ALL ABOUT CATS.
I-'rorn tile

Philadelphia Dispatch.

11'1'laid that Mr. Oliver lived in a uniform
v
"l lion :<*s ip the Fourteenth ward was
a
hi
why lie was unfortunate. One
"bight nigl'l last week the noise made by
eat- on the roof was
simply awful. Mr.
11
vi r lav ia
lied, trying in vain to get to
; grinding his teeth with rage, until tit
1111
t i
•ar overhead became
unondura.•!'■. Oliver crept nut of bod
softly, so
'' hi
wile should not lie awakened.
Ife
h1' 'Uppers, seized a hoot with eaeli
l,:,i
b it. I. md. eel in the
snowy robes of niodit,
eni-d the trap-door and
emerged upon
roof.
There were thirty or forty cats out
!
holding a kind of general synod in the
ol oi the evening, enjoying the
bracing air
ail ingiiig glees.
As Air. (diver approach1 (lie eats moved oil to the next roof.
Mr.
1'liver advanced and flung a boot at them.
Tiny then adjourned suddenly to next residence.
Mr. Oliver projected another hoot
d went alter the first one.
In this manner
the whole synod retreated and Oliver advancd until the last row ot
twenty houses was
i’" i1 fied, when tlie eats
arranged themselves
in
a line along the
parapet, milled up their
Hir. curved their spines and
spat furiously at
diver. That bold warrior
gathered up his
"■"it- and determined to retreat.
He walked
uver a dozen houses and
descended through
lie
went down stairs to his
trap-door,
bed-room and opened the door. There was
a man in the room in the aet of
walking up
and do.vu with a baby. Before 01iver“hacl
recovered from liisam izement the man
flung
tl"‘ baby on the bed, and
seizing a revolver
began iiritig rapidh at Oliver. It then dawne I
upon Oliver that he had come down the
He proceeded tip stairs
wrong trap-door.
■

■

again suddenly, the man with the revolver
practicing at him in a painful manner. When
Oliver reached the door he shut the
trap
quickly and stood upon il. The man fired

the hoard twice and then hooked tho
door upon the inside.
A moment after
Oliver heard him springing a watchman’s
rattle from the lront window.
As soon as the neighbors knew there was
i nan on the roof they all flew
up stairs and
lastened th dr trap-doors, and Mrs. Oliver
fastened hers, with the firm conviction that
some predatory villain had entered while she
slept ami stole her Oliver. When he tried
the door it was fast, and Mrs. Oliver was
screaming so fiercely that he could not make
himself heard. By this time the street was
filled with policemen, all of whom were
blazing away at Oliver with their revolvers,
while the young men in the houses across
tl '■ street
kept up a steady lire with pistols,
shot-guns and miscellaneous missiles. Oliver, with every
advantage of forming an
opinion, said that Gettysburg was a mere
skirmish to it. He hid behind the chimney
ami lay up against the bricks to
keep hinisell warm, while the policemen stationed
themselves all around the square to
capture
him when he would slide down one of the
But
Oliver did not slide.
water-spouts.
He sat oil the roof all night, with the bitter
air circulating through his too
trifling garments, listening to the yowling cats and occasional shouts from the picket line below,
ami
thinking of the old Jews, who used to
1'i ay from their house-tops, and wondering if
Musselmen were ever shot at, or bothered
with cats and policemen, when
they practiced
their evening devotions on their roofs. And
then he wondered how it would do to take
oil his night-shirt and wave it over the
edge
as a ting ot truce.
He concluded not so, because ot the danger of a bullet from some
misguided policeman not familiar with the
rules oi war.
When daylight came the
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